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Entertainers drink liquor
freely despite warnings
By Vic Elllaon.
Alcohol
members

was used freely
of

the

by
Charlie

leave· arid there would be
3,200 angry fans.
"I didn 't see any of the
concert anyway," Corcoran

.,. Daniels Band Tuesday, al- said. " I was behind the stage
though the group had been hassling with the managers.
specifically warned it was They had . left the band's
prohibited on campus.
semi-trailer trucks blocking
While the entertainers the street and there were two
drank freely on stage, Major towtrucks waiting to take them
Events Council (MEC) secqr- away."
.·!tf guards stopped offenders For fear the band would get
in the audience.
mad, the trucks were not
. ''There would have been a towed, Corcoran said.
.
hassle if we tried to take away 1 "If we had . moved the
_1ttcir (the band's) booze,'' sa}d semi's, their equipment could
~at Corcoran, MEC Concerts still be sitting there (in
p:,-chairperson.
Halenbeck) and we could have
' ·"' "You don't tell profes- had a lawsuit," Corcoran
sionals bow to act," said Rob added.
Nei; MEC·security guard. "It
Five St. Cloud police
would be like taking away a officers attended the concert
. -doctor's scalpel or black bag. " and helped MEC with crowd
•., ··· However, the provision in control.AccordingtoNei,they
,the contract which originally were not there to arrest either
provided liquot' ·for the band band members or audience
bad been removed.
members who were drinking.
; That list included one case
"Two of them were off-duty
·of Coca-Cola, four cases of and were called in to help
beer (Budweiser or Coors, if MEC
out," Nei said. "The
·, ajailable), two cases of Pepsi, helped with first aid and
'six-paclts 0Lgins<1<-~, .twoi,controlllna ·the crowd."
.
i-~ n t r·of·: ohfDgti'idice;".'-ODr --corco~ beliCv"ed the -'clluse
' ~~ of EariY'Tltnes, ·o'fie;'flfth . '.fdr much M the Cr'OWd problem
:, ..of Chivas Regal, one ·quart of was the 1;"000 tickets not sold
•::.,Mateus.. Rose Wjne and one to students. Twleve radio
fifth of Courvoisier. · ·
spots were purchased on
All alcoholic beverages KQRS to lure a Twin Cities
were eliminated from the audience.
· contract before it was signed,
''The cities audience had no
: eorcoran Said. The band knew respect for us," Nei said.
·· of the SCS liquor prohibition
Corcoran said the reason
i,e{ore the concert and chose the liquor law was being
to break the rule anyway, he enforced against the students
said.
·
·
was for safety.
Both Carco.ran and Nei Said
"The kids were given a
they s~w. little they could do choice-either go outside, or
but allow the liquor on stage. hand it over. Most of them
''(hey said they believ~d if they were so bombed, they just
questioned the performers gave it to us," Corcoran -said.
~ey may h!ve .decided • to

'•1'>

PhotobyOwlghtHatan:1

Bum, on the wooden bnketbl.11 court el Helenbeck
Hall •Ill cott ffl to apot repair end could cott $5,000
should the floor need to be refurbished. Th• damage

occurred et the Ctler11• Dani~• Bend concert
Tuesday when • rowdy crowd got out ot hand .

Daniels concert rowdy, damaging
By Vic Em.on
The Charlie Daniels concert
Tuesday night was ooe of the ·
rowdiest SCS has seen in quite ·
a while, according to students
and officials who attended.
Problems encountered with
the concert included stolen
tickets, several bodily injuries
and some damage to Halen-

~t-:ff~k,: ·· ·'""'" ~-~<t_: ~;:..;:
<;_)ne' ,week _ b«;fore the
·concert, · several · hundreA
d
"tickets were stolen from the
Atwood ticket booth and
resold to students. Students
who bought those tickets were
not allowed in· the door and
had to buy other tickets.
Some got past the door and
made it to their seats. Because
an the stolen tickets were from
the same Section, they were
escorted to the door and
ticked out of Halenbeck.
Other minor gate-crashing
attempts occurred. A window
in the back of Halenbect,
close to the women's locker
room entrance, was kicked out

in an attempt to sneak into the
concert.
The main entrance ticket
booth was pushed a bit when
some concert-goers got an•
xious and began shoving.
"People were getting worried that there were not
enough tickets, so they began
pushing the gate," Major
Events Council (MEC) Con~rt~ CofC~aitpetsOn pptothy
DeWitt said.
,4.n estimated 3,200 people
attended the concert, making
the concert a success
financially, accot'ding to director of Student Activities
Brenton Steele.
"The concert took in about
$9,000. It was as good a
concert financiallr, as Melissa
(Manchester) was,·• Steele
said.
Due to the wild, southern
styie of music, the crowd
tended to be rowdier than in
the past, Steele said.
"It was an active audience
to police and MEC deserves
credit for keeping it under

control,'' Steele added.
The Charlie Daniels Band
cost SS,000, which should be
easily covered, despite the
stolen tickets, according to
MEC personnel.
"The tickets being stolen
was unfortunate and unex•
pected," Atwood Director
Gary Bartlett said. "Atwood
was responsible for selling
~thein abd it Was not MEC:s
. fault; '[hey were just trying tb
do their job, protecting their
own concert."
Although Bartlett said he is
sorry for those who bought the
stolen tickets and were turned
down at the gate, he added
that they should h!lve known
there was something wrong
when they were not asked for
proper credentials.
"Those that bought ticte~s
should have known they
needed a validated ID,"
Bartlett said.
. Several injuries resulted
from the wild crowd behavior.
Concert
Continued on page 2

Dissatisfaction noted in Denmark program
By Gall Howell
program was not working out campus.''
flexible and integrated.
and that radical changes
Sherarts believes students
"Th1s is my position as to
Blanie it on the croWded needed to be made.
may receive .an edu~tion by what the problem was,"
conditions, faculty, curriculum
·••students.felt it was not fair traveling to various Places in Sherarts,said. ': There are very
or culture shock, but accord- to move the SCS program to Europe during quarter br_e ats. stroilg differences from the
tug to Ted _ Sherarts, art Denmark, " Sherarts said.
Some students · feel they other faculty as to what the
department, something is
Instead .of meeting daily for · should receive credits for their problem was."
•definitely wrong with the SCS lectures, he said, students excursions, he said.
Mary Adams, speech ininternational studies program reque·s ted seminars on various
Possibly son,ie of the structor, who also taugh;i
in Denmark.
topics. Students wanted topics Europe's resources should ·be winter quarter, said the main
Instructors and students that pertained to the Aalborg incorporated into the curricu- probleins were lack of
-.,ho participated in this y~ar's community, where they lived , tum, Sherarts said.
facilitiCs, the curriculum, and
SCS Denmark program have and also on Europe in general.
''The museums, parks, primarily, a lack of space in
voiced dissatisfaction with
Faculty and students in the cathedrals . and bars are the hotel.
some aspects of the program. progr~m stay and attend educational · in ' themselves.
"There is no good place for
Sherarts,
· who taught classes in the Hotel Kong Europeismylibrary."Artisan thekidstosWdy,".shesaid.It
winter . quarter in Denmark, Frederik . There is one id~al subject 'to tea.ch ~he~• is difficult for the faculty and
S&id in a recent interview he classroom for the whole Sherarts said. Students-should \.ids," She described the
he's a hard time pinpointing program, and SherartS cited ·work on independ; nt studf... room£ as two feet ·longer than
the problem but tliinks on~ this as a cuniculum problem. topics.that fii within seminif"a~shing boat. "ThCr~ is no
problem was the academic
"Everything is self-con- topics and available resources, room to work and there is a
program.
. tained-isolat':d.'' he said. he said.
lack of storage space."
Some students, Sherarts "That's the nice thing about
Sherarts said the academic
Another problem was the
said, feel the acade.mic SCS or any.- school. You haVe a program needs to be more w.inter"quarter sct,edule.

---'--

'-. "Danes really celebrate
during the holidays and school
was scheduled during that
time, she said.
"I had the feeling that two
weeks during the holidays
were lost weeks,'' Adams
said.
Students also did not have
to attend· school in January.
With travel prices lower
during this period, Adams
said, some students went to
the Olympics and some did not
come back 'in time to mate up
school work.
"It is-- a fault of the
schedule," she said, "Which
will b'e remedied."
"Two courses went ex•
trCmely well," Adams said.
Denmuk
Continued -on page 3

Concerts
C:Ontlnued from page 1

One man fell over a railing and
hurt himself. Off-duty St.
• Cloud police officers at the
concert provided first aid .
Ano;her unidentified person
hit one of the police officers
and was taken to jail for the
night. Because the youth was
under age and from Minneapolis, police would not give
out any information.
People were not the only
casualty of the evening. A
broken window in the back of
Halenbeck wj!Vcost S100 to
replace.
Burns in the floor may cost
only S25 to spot repair, but
could cost $5,000 if a complete
refurnishing needs to be done,
according to John Kasper,
health, physical education and
recreation Chairperson.
•'Things like this have been
going on for five or six years ,••
Kasper said. "I have pointed
out to Terry Montgomery the
problems and he is going to
bring them to the attention of
Pres. (Charles) Graham."
Chuck Backes, a Security
PhotobyDlfleneB1esa
guard at the concert, said his
job was not easy.
"It was a different crowd
Bavarian Prime Minister Allon, Ooppel visited St. Cloud Wednesday, than most Halenbect concerts
giving a brief speech on the St. Germain Mall. Hew" accompanied by
many Minnesota dlgnltarl" Including Gov. Wendall Anderun (right have," Backes said.

T

he right way to pour

t~~:~t~cd~~,'~nl~f:;r~an•
i:eJ brewing h;1ck in SOO
A.O., brewmastc rs h:1vc urged dis-

f~:~>':h~t~~7j_r~::r;~~<~loi~ou~ :i\:~~ht
receptacle .
Althoug h blatantly defia nt of

~~~l~e~h1]1~~~ t1h~J~~~~~~~?iu~rig·

~:•h~~J~r~1

r~;~;~;

1
fh~~f~kgi;~\l 1
the ca rbonati(in below. The beer
doesn't gn flat. T he method
remai ns true .
When it comes to pouring beer, the
hrewmas1ers were right from the beginning. WhCn it came IO m:1king beer, SI:'
was O ly. Skill and ingenuity just can ·1 bl'

~h:~~t81~~ ;i~~~~!i/ ~!illgs ne\'e,,c~ ~ ; ; ~ ~ : : : ,
1

@!k~~DA.
lk'l·r~'ll..'!<on't l,"l't ill\)' lx11cr.

Bavarian prime minister at SCS

bKkground]. Goppel r~ved an honorary doctor of lellers degree
from St. John 's urller In the morning and took a tour ol tha St. Cloud
Aru Vocallonal School lat'!r In the day. Ooppel expr"'ed happln" ' to
be In the central Minnesota farmland whera 10 many German
lmm~rant1 made thalr home.
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Spaghetti &
Sandwiches

19 SOUTH 5th AVENUE
OPEN 7 DAYS
11 A.M.

FREE ON CA.MPUS DELIVERY

MAX-SALE on

Available for Spring Parde
Call: 253-0969

SU11111,£R
JOBS JOBS JOBS
College trained.. Men &
Women wlll be con,klered to
supplement our permanent
Staff In dl1trkt oftkn
throughout the U.S. Th...
po11tlon1 are full-Um• summer Joba. We are ... rchlng
tor applicant, who are
ambltlou1, dependable and
hardworking. Exe.Hant opportunltln for edvancement.
You may continue to work on
a part-time or tull~!lm• ba1l1
next tall . For dllli1:ct ,office
addr"', or tor appointment
with our local manager, ~II
Robbie' afte r Aprll 18,
la.m .-5p.m.,
Monday
through Friday.
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NEW UDXL CASSETTES C60 'AND C90

200/D OFFI

Brandnewtapegiveshigher
o~tput: lower disto~i~n . Crafted
with computer prec1s1on for
smoother running - far longer.

....,.,,
■
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GET A FREE "T" TOO! Bui,,
a dozen Maxell UOXL cassettes
at 20% savings, receive a nifty
MAXELL T-shirt free!

SEE US FIRST Phon~: 253-8866
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PICTµREO ITEMS ON SALE.

Denmark
Continued from page l
Her oral interpretation class
gave a reader's . theatre
program and her 161 Speech
class had an assignment. to
give a travel log speech . Every
assignment given dealt with
the community or travel, she
said.
"-...
The oral interpretation class
used the Aalborg seminarium

to present "The Emperor's.
New Clothes," for some of the

grade schools.
One class which she felt .was

not too successful was her
listening class. Any subject"
requiring research, she said,
•is difficuJt to teach.
' 'The best things are done
on field trips," Adams said.
Also, the classes would not
have to be so large if the
students did not have to take ties.'' Students utilized a
system they caUed 'The
16 credits, she said.
Part of the problem during Delphi Forecasting Method'
• winter.- quarter can be which, they said, is' a system
attributed to homesickness, which gathers the opinions of
Adams believes. Those stu- large numbers of individuals
dents staying with · Danish and through a setjes of written
families in D_anish homes felt exercises, meetings, rating
it less, she said, but some scales and compromising
students that did not had sessions. Group priorities are
.morale problems at that time. established and goals for
Students in the 1975-76 future study are more clearly
program wrote a report · to outlined. This method, they
Robert Frost, international believe, allows them to offer
studies director, SCS Pres .. recommendations as a comCharles Graham and others munity.
who work with the program,
The students suggested an
entitled, "The Best of open seminar format as ''The
Denmark 1975-76, And What educational format that is
Might Make· It Better. ,.
most suited to the Denmark
The .report read: "Along Study Program."
with the excitement (of the
In the open seminar, the
program) emerged the reali- students suggested that SCS
ties and challenges of new teachers come to Denmark
responsibilities owned by "prepared to help instruct the
members of this transplanted students in their general areas
social and stud)' community.'' of knowledge, acting as
One of the problems cited resource personnel as well as
was "Less than adequate instructors,•• rather than
classroom and study facili- teach a class the same manner
in the United States. They
suggested
that students
choose a project that best suits
them.
Another change they suggested is a pass/fail grading
system.
"Grades have little place in

fltloto by Dlrl- Bien

Photo by&--. SChu!TIKher

Mary Adams

this setting because of their
rigid form and the restrictive
qualities they offer where a
true evaluation needs to be
made," they said.
They also suggested that
students and instructors meet
and agree on terms for
projects. The students coii•
tended that they should be
awarded credits if they
complete their projects sarisfactorily.
The students felt this
approach "would lend itself
welJ to the sense of freedom
and responsibility the Denmark program initiates in
students.''
Otherstudents' suggestions
dealt with more language
training, more involvement
with Danish communities in
and out of class, and more
detailed instruction in the .
· preplanning and orientation
program:
International Studies Director Robert Frost said many-of
the problems occur every
year, and most arise winter
quarter.
FaU quarter, students and
faculty· adjust to their new
environment together, he
said. Students develop a close
personal relationship with the
first quarter faculty and when

Robert Frost

the second quarter faculty tion," Frost said.
come, there is built-in
He asks those who have
resistance to them, Frost said. already been through the
"Everythingisoutof step," program to help with
Frost said. "It happens every orientation. He e"ncourages
second quarter. The second students to tell new students
quarter faculty is prepared to the problems. By that time,
maintain the academic qual- however, problems have lost
ity, and they enter a situation their immediacy, he said.
they don't understand."
Spending money, Frost
Students are negative in believes, will not solve the
this manner, he said. "We problem. He said lack of space
predict this and tell the is not a problem of the
faculty, but how can I get program. Making the rooms
them to uriderstand?" Frost secure is more important.
asked.
There is adequate food and
Culture shock and this housing, Frost said.
disharmony will almost always
Study space is not a
cause some friction, he added. problem either, Frost con"We try to be ch~ar and tended.
frank about the program's
"The hotel is located near a
limitations, ·frost said. In public library for anyone who
s_electing the faculty, a letter is really wants to study," he
sent to all faculty members said. " It is the lowest cost
encouraging them to apply for Program academically in the
the program.
United States.''
"Faculty are supposed to
To improve the physical
suggest three courses they conditions would boost expenfeel could be taught in the ses, he said.
program. Students enrolled in
"I see what we had in the
the program select the faculty past, " Frost said. "Space is
One drawback of the not the problem. It is when
program, Frost said, is•. students are living in it at that
orienting faculty to deal with moment. ff students were
important problems. " It is given the choice of whether to
hard to get students to increase cost for better
visualize this experience and facilities, I am sure the answer
the problems, during orient&• would be no."

RE-ELECT
JERRY
P.
WEYRENS

You have something lo
share with the people
of the rural South and
Appaiachia-yowself.
Find out about the
opportun!tles open to
you as a Glenmary

Priest, Brother or Sister.
FOi" free lnlormotiOn oboul oppor.
tunities wilti Glenmo,y Home Mis·
sioners, wrtte:
GLENMARY, Room 114

Bo,46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

0 A1110pleose sendlree
w ;,c: 2r God Mode Me
Postef. Shown Above
0 Send !(ee pQS!&f only.

_______
.,_____ ,.,,. ___

_,.,.
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Need a place to 1tay
th1s Swnmer?

On-ean:pus In

where It's at!

Contact the Housing Office
9-'°l Hall 2S5-2166
ReuonableRaU,s
Slngle or Double Rooms
DO Board Plan .
Limited Qioklng faclllUes

COUNCILMAN-AT-LARGE
St. Cloud State Unlvenlty and the ~lty of
St, Cloud 1hould co-operate 1u solvlug the
parklng -pr~blem lu the unlvenlty
by:

area

::~:::~n~ ••

:~:t,:

s~:1~=

: ·f~n~°:c11

1

~ !'°s~~.:,:-~: ~sr=r.;,.

· • calllng • publlc ·1n1orm1tlon rt1Ntlng .for all elected centra·1
1•:,1.sl1tlva member~ to con~lnc. them of the urgancy

•ffo;t:•

. . -•]n • Jofnt
dty of It. CJoud, It. Cloud ltata Unlv.,slty
and the cti:l_ncell of Iha Stata Coll-'9 Board, should maka thl;
pr...nt.t1'ol1/I the MlnnHOII stata legislator.
.

· offered ln Mitchell

Prepar_ed and circulated by the Weyrens Volunt«ier
Committee, Warren Hutchens Chairman
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25 senators
to be elected
Wednesday
The Student Component
Assembly (SCA) will hold
their annual elecq_ons Wednesday. Twenty-fivC senators
will be elected student
senators for the 1976-77 school
year.
In .a time of changing
student governance, the
SCA'.s role for the upcoming
year will be vitally important,

according

to

this

year's

President Chuck Backes.
Polling places will be · the
Atwood Carousel and Garvey
Commons. They will open at 8

a.m . and close at 6:30 p.m.
As of noon Wcdnesd8y, 29
students had signed up for the
election, including 12 incumbent senators. Backes estimated more would sign up

before Thursday 's deadline,
bringing the total on the ballot
to nearly 40. Students are
eligible to vote for 25. They
· must have a validated SCS ID.
The newly elected Senators
will meet Thursday with this
year's SCA and nomin·ate
candidates for next year's
president.

Housing office ~to aid student voters
An attempt to e1 .:ourage
student involvement in Mon•
day's mayoral and ci~ council
elections has been an ·,ounced
by the SCS Housing Office.
Residents from Ward I,
Precinct 1, which includes
dormitory residents wilf vote
in the Education Btiilding. A
list of dormitory students will
be at the Education Building
and students who wish to vote
will be vouched for, according
to Mike Hayman, director of
residence hall programminr .
Ward I, Precinct ..! ,
residents will vote· at Washington School, 820 8th Ave.
So. and Ward 1, Precinct 3
residents wiU vote at Central
Elerrientary, 4th Ave. and 2nd
St. So.
All poUS will be open 7
a.m.-8 p.m.
"On-campus students will
need an ID to verify his or her
·name but vouching -will be
done. I don't see any legal

Clarification

In the April 13 article,
"Lofts, bunk.beds , paint help
students escape boxy rooms,"
a. quote from Diane Puff about
picture of men on the walls of
her room was unclear.
Puff said that she and her
roommate would have liked to
have all men, but that their
parents would not appreciate
Atwood Center will have the naked men on their w:alls. She
following Easter weekend said she would have liked
h9urs: Friday-cloSe at 9:30 more pictures of men but the
p.m.; Saturday-close about 8 only place she could have
p.m:.; Sunday-open at 4 p.m. gotten them would have been
from Playgirl magazine.
and close at 11 p:m.

implications with this system required to present a driver's
because the people vouching license or a non-qualification
for the students are registered certificate or have a registered
voters in the correct pre- voter vouch for them.
"I'm not sure that it will
cinct," Hayman said.
St. Cloud voters are have much of an impact on the

election, because normally
students just don't vote, but
this will enable those who
want to vote to be able to do so
without as much difficulty as
there usually is," he said.

KNOW THE ST. CLOUD
INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITY
Komo Machine, Inc. wa~unded in 1966 and is located at 1840 Highway 23 East, St. Cloud. Its
principal business is the design and manufacture of machines and frames to contain insulation
for temperture control. Because the insulation used is High density fluid when it is installed in a
"frame" or container it is readily adaptable for use to a considerable number of industries
seeking to control temperature by keeping heat contained in and/or keeping cold out of a given
area. The high density liquid insultain material is called .. foam" and converts in drying to a
sponge-like substance highly resistant to the passage of heat or cold.
The officer personnel of Komo Machines, Inc. are William J. Koska, President, James Lansing,
Vice President and George Malus, Secretary. Mr. Koska prior to the founding of Komo
Machines, Inc. was employed at St. CJoud Tool and Die Company where his plans for
fM-what-was-to-bccome Komo Machines were shared by Jim Lansing son of the owner of St.
CJoud Tool and Die.
Komo ships on a national and international market with equipment sold to finns in such faraway
places as Australia, South America, Canada-any where the need for temperature control is
important. In the recent past Genetal Electric has joined Komo's customer list. For them Komo
has built a conveyer machine system used to case insulation blankets for the Alaskan pipe line.
Komo Machines customer list is long and varied in types of industries it serves. Among other
well known American trade names it supplies are found Whirlpool and The Franklyn
Manufacturing Company.
The progres and growth of Komo Machins has been steady since its founding ten years ago.

Atwood houis listed

,

luRBDDYNE
CORPORA.TION

Industrial gas turbine power

DeZURIK
A UNIT OF GENERAL SIONAL

VALVE
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plants and fubogenerators
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SARTELL.MINNESOTA 158377,
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Set yourself down
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Manufacturers £ Distributors
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.. orpickyourself op
At Wmdy's. you can cll006e to set youndf down
In our dining room. Qr pick yourwff up some food at
our t.t. conwoient Pick-Up Window.
Elther way, you.11 en)oy Wendy's Old Fashioned
Hamburgers. They're made &om lom!i pure beef.
And they're never pre-cooked or pre-wrapped.

US12) 2~ 1-8484•
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Chronicle

Opinions

II
MEC actions contradictory
With their actions at the
Charlie Daniels Band concert
Tuesday night, the Major
Events Council (MEC) exhibited a rather thoughtless
policy, while at the same' time
allowing a law to be broken.
By allowing Charlie Daniels
• and his band of Mississippi
River pals, to drink on the
stage in Halenbeck Hall, they
bowed to one of the oldest
forms of crime-blackmail.
Rather than enforce the
liquor-on-campus prohibition
, and risk the band's departure,
MEC chose to look the other
way.
The ironic part js that the
students and audience were
subjected to the same rigorous
scrutiniz3tion, as always. At
the same time they saw
Daniels take a swig out of his
quart bottle, they were having
their's ·taken by MEC security
guards.
What is good enough for the
audience (mostly students)
should be good enough for the
performers. It is not a question
iof ignorance-Daniels knew
'the drinking arrangement at
SCS before signing the
contract. But he chose to break
that contract.
MEC security members were

not the only · officials th<1t
looked the other way. St. Cloud
police , with full knowledge of
the law, spent their time
busting students for drinking
and smoking, yet did notliing to
Daniels.
MEC officials were forced to
make a choice-either enforce 1
the drinking prohibition or let it
slide by. They chose neither.
. If they decided to let Daniels
and his band consume alcohol,
they should not have confiscated students' booze. If they
did decide to take away
stud_ents liquor, they should
have done the same to Daniels.
If MEC cannot find bands
that will follow this institution's rules, they must · ,
seriously consider whether
concerts are needed. When
guests are invited to campusand paid an exorbitant ·
amount~they have to respect
our rules and regulations. If
not, they do not belong here .

No Chron1"cle
There will be no Chronicle Tuesday
because of Easter this weekend.
However, classes will meet and SCS
offices will be open as usual Monday.
The Chronicle will resume its
regular publication schedule Friday
and run through Friday, May 14.

The United Nations Hag (left] fllH during lt1 first day at SCS In 1970. The flag was
rac.ntly stolen, 1to!en again, and returned. _

United:Nations -flag survives history of ev~nts
wanted class members pcrSOnally to
experience the problems of accomplishing something new and unheard of
in a bureaucracy. Class assignment:
Have a UN .flag flying from the Stewart
Hall flagpole by the end of the fall
quarter.
Small task forces were formed and
' 'Project .Phoenix'' was launched.
The United· Nations (UN) flag will
It took weeks just to locate a flag. It
soon fly again at SCS. It will unfurl was' discovered that only one company
over the mall soon because it has been in the entire United States made UN
stolen a second time.
flags-Dettra Flag Co., Oaks
Since the first thief did not retu·m it, Pennsylvania. A flag was ordered at a
a second thief "reco¥ered" it last cost Qf $16.
week. It has been turned over to
A research task force discovered
Auxiliary Services for cleaning and that high school textbooks still were
rep8.ir of a hole which was burned in it. not including in their appendices the
The series of events that features Charter of the United Nations.
the UN flag on campus began fall
Another ta sk force wrote a
quarter 1970, startjng innocently libertarian rationale for the project.
enough in a social stu•d ies methods This was at the height of the civil
class.
rights movement. The class took the
The instructor Leland Hott, position that raising the UN flag was a
interdisciplinary studies -department, symbolic move to demonstrate that

- · · note, Of four. flap fiom the Stewart llaO llaa poles Moreb
29, oaly the United Nlldom llq baa
been Ntamed. With Information
provided by Leland Hott, lnterdudpU""'Y alndln departmei,t, the foDowln1
blsto,y of that flog al scs and ...
retam. lut week ii preHD.ted.

Convenience _
Is Just One Of
ll/lany Reasons Fo_r Shcippjng Here!

. . 0,.

..........,

Angdlhlre
_Coll Coar•
(
'·

. .

251-9619
251-9177
2 blocb west, 4 blocb 801ltb of Crouroadt [Tmn at
Kenhlcly Flied Cbldlen)
Friday, Aprll 16, 1976

this college believed in the universal somebody on this campus had indeed _
brotherhood theme.
signed a receipt for the flag. Lease got
The most courageous task force had to work on this problem. He found the
the job of clearing administrative flag buried somewhere in the college's
channels for permission to raise the receiving department.
flag on campus. This took them 811 the
By now it was well into spring
way from the office of the chief quarter. Then, one beautiful April
custodian in Stewart Hall to the office morning, with another social studies
of the vice-president for Administra- methods class, the UN flag was raised
tive Affairs to the office of the for the first time on the Stewart Hall
president.
flagpole. It flew beneath the United
College officials were friendly tQ the States and Minnesota flags.
project and most helpful. The
The class had discovere, that this is
chancellor for the State College system a violation of the UN flag code, but
in St. Paul somehow got word of what they reasoned that it was better to fly it
was going on. He apparently got a incorrectly than not to fly it at all.
little uptight about it, but Alfred Lease • Robert~Wick., then president at SCS,
convinced him that this class was not a accepted the flag from the class as a
bµnch of kooks.
gift for the institution. SCS may still by
Then the UN flag got lost in the the only college or university in
mail. Fall quarter ended and no flage Minnesota to fly a UN flag.
had arrived. Winter quarter passed
Lost, buried , stolen once, stole.n
and there still was no flag. Now weeks twice, burned-some bird, that
of letter writing to the flag company. Phoenix . An American immortality
Postal inspection prove d thai tale?
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The Bia Enchllih";_,.t •
In Tacos, In Burritos, In Tostadaa ,
in Chlli, In Taco Salads, in Apple
Grandes. In Softshell, In '1aco
Burgers, yes in Enchlladas ... ls
YOU 'whenever you come to Taco
Jghp ' 5. ;30 N9rth 10 Ave.

Photoby0wlgh1Hawd

The winning taco In the Chronlcle's taco IHtlng IHI 11 Taco vllla's (left), followed by Taco John's [middle] and Newman Center' s.

Taco tasters test proves Taco Villa best in town
Competition. Free enterprise. America was .built on it. Our country
grew to be strong because of the
fighting bt:tween small businessmen.
In St. Cloud, it is still going strong.
Fast food restaurants just recently
appeared on the national scene.
Fifteen years ago no one knew what a
Whopper or Big Mac was. Today they"
are household words . So are tacos .
Reminiscent of competing businesses undercutting each other pricewise,
St. Cloud's taco distributions are
fighting for the American dollar by
offering Mexican delights. Just as the
North fought the South in the Civil
War, the taco war rages in St. Cloud
from east to west.
Taco John's, 30 North 10th Ave.,
operates in a shack which is no bigger
than a kitchen . The only seating
facility is an umbrella table, vintage
1940, minus the umbrella. The table is
located in the· parking tot.
Taco Vil1a, 1615 Division St., is a
Converted "Soup Line." White not as
lacking in accommodations as Taco
John's, it is just one step ahead of
being condemned.
In competing for the St. Cloud taco
dollar, both shops have engaged in big
advertising campaigns. The strongest
emerged in the March 23 Chronicle,
with Viii~ challenging John's to a taco
tasting test.
Chronicle ·staff members have
conducted that test.· Editors John
Ritter, Nancy West and myself, and
reporters Jim Hartmann and Lisa

11

Letters

Mayoral candidate
wants open -city hall
To the edlton
We are a group of faculty meinbers
who support candidate Alice .Ford for
St. Cloud City Mlyor. We would like to _
urge the university community to v0te
foi Ford in the April 19 election.
to this city -el~ction, students and
faculty have a definite choice between
candidates. For~ has indicated a
genuine willingness to open city haU to
the COocerns of members of the
university comm1:1nity if she is elected.
We believe that, because faculty and
Page6

Vic Ellison
Brown piled into "Ernie the
Volkswagen'' last week and visited the
shops in question.
The reporters broke each taco-down
into its separate p~s-sheU, meat,
cheese and lettuce. Also taken into
account was the overall taste and the
business' atmosphere.
The first stop was Tico VUla. Priced
at 45 cents, their tacos were the most
expensive. Bllt the nickel difference
was. made up completely by the quality
of the product.
After placing our order it took three
minutes to receive five tacos. When
they did come, we checked the
temperature and found they were 115
degrees (the hottest of any we had).
Then came the tasting test. As the
tacos were quickly gbbbled up by the
hungry journalists, the looks on their
faces showed they approved.
Scoring (on ·a scale of 10) was:
Sbell-6. Fairly crisp, but a little too
thick.
Meat-8. The best part of Villa's
taco. Plenty of it and mildly spicy.
Cheese-6. It was abundant, but
placed on the top of the lettuce and fell
off easily ..The rating would have been

students are such imPQrtant contributors to the economy, culture and
general welfare of the city, their voices
should be heard at a time like this
when our city officiiys are up for
election.
Students, especially, should realize
their importance to the city. Ofte.n they
feel neglected, but if they were to give
expression to these feelings at the
ballot box in just one city election, city
officials would begin to listen.
We believe the time is here for such
an event to happen.
Meredith Medler,
Don

sUddnk

Rath 'I'hompt0n,
Calvln W. Gower,

Herb Gooclrlch
- Alan .Phlillpa,
David H.Uwta,
Robert Prochnow,
Eleanor Slmpaon,
Dick Cermele

I

higher had it been placed next to the
meat to melt in.
l.ettuce--8. Very crispy and fresh.
And the important thing; there was not
too much of it.
Taco Villa received an overall rating
of seven, not as good as a Zapata or
Mei ican product, but hard to beat in
St. Goud.
Next stop was the Taco John's sh_ack
downtown. With the five testers in the
building, it was so crowded we were
elbow-to-elbow. John's taco did not
quite equal the poor qt:iality of the
building, it was better. But not by
much.
Shell-8. By far the best shell the
testers had tasted. Thin and delicate,
it practica11y melted in your mouth.
Meat-5. Poor quality, very watery.
Besides having the hot sauces already
mixed in, the meat had no original
flavor.
Cheese-7. The shop put the cheese
next to the meat. Melted in perfectly,
it helped kill the poor flavor of the
meat.
l.ettuce-5. Wilted and old, the
le~:::;:::~ :::::!:ga!0o!~;a:::ting

Fencing Ciub article
increa~ members
!fo the edJton

of six from the staff members. The
only thing that brought it that high was •
the tomato put on top of the lettuce. It
took the same amount of time to get it
(three minutes) but its temperature
was lower at 105 degrees.
In addition to the fun of eating tacos
in the parking lot, Taco John's just did
riot compare favorably in taste or
aesthetics.
But perhaps the places that serve
just tacos do not make them as well as
the pizza shops that serve tacos as a
sidelight. We felt obligated to check
them out (plus our stomachs were not
satisfi_ed).
Driving a few blocks east, we
arrived at the House of Pizza. Since
comparing their pizza to tacos would
be unfair (we all like pizza better) we
ordered five more tacos . We found out
they don't sell tacos. We left
embarrassed.
The next and last stop was Newman
Terrace. The basement of the church is
noted for its fine pizza and its access to
campus residents. How good at"e its
tacos? Not very.
Sbell-4. Bendable. Stale. The
worst we hl.d had.
Meat- 5. ·Not much of it and what
was there had no true flavor, no zing.
Sauces came from plastic packets.
Cheese-5. What was ttiCre was on
top of the lettuce.
.
Lettuce-4. An inordinate amount of
it. Too much for the small size of the
taco. Plus it wasn't all that good.
Overall, Newman had the nicest
surroundings. A tape player with
music and beer on tap added
digestibility.. But the taco was, at least,
a disappointment.
Conclusion by the inde~ndent taco
testing crew was the best place in St.
Cloud to get a taco is Taco Villa. The
nic~el extra is worth it.

,,.
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Student's vote urged
for SCS advocate

Loehr supports
students requests
To tbe odlton

As SCS students and residents of St.
Cloud, we feel it is necessary ·to
examine the record of incumbent
mayor Alcuin Loehr. In the area of
parking, Loehr bas supported all of the

• • ffl:ldents requests over the past three
years:

-WheD students requested that the
campus parking time limits be
increased from 90•minutes to
four-hour parking, he supported us on
it and convinced the city council to
support such an ordinance.
-When stude'nts requested that a
shuttle bus operate on a carousel
pattern from the southeast side for
students living over there, and for
those who park their ca~ on the
southeast side, he not only supported
our request, but convinced the Metro
Transit Commission (MTC) to
purchase two city buses especially for
that purpose.
-When students requested that the
ideathatbi.tepathsbebuiltinthecity,
he requested that plans be drawn up
for bite trails, and the city is presently
in the process of attempting to find
fuocls for those trails: He was the
person responsible for getting a bite
. path installed in the plans for the new
10th Street Bridge.
... -When students requested ad.ditional lighting in the Barden Par.t area,
Loehr was instrumental in obtaining
the· go-ahead and the funds for this
project.

-He established a citizens' parking
committee on the south side, and
requested that SCS students fill six of
those committee spots. Loehr also

asked for a committee to be To the editor:
established consisting of SCS students
to advise the MTC on changes to be
I was a candidate for the St. Cloud
made in scheduling of the city bus City Council and based my campaign
routes for · the conveniences of SCS on the issues and priorities which
students.
directly affect the people at SCS. I lost
-He has pledged to bring in front of in the primary election by some two
the city coucil, a proposal to reduce the hundred votes. The people at SCS
S5 parking fine to a limit that is stand to lose further if we don't elect
consistent with other sections of the someone to the c~t,'council who will
city .
take a stand on: lowering those S5
He favors the return of money raiseci parting tickets; ending the air
from parking fines to the campus for pollution on the south end of St. Cloud;
improvements of lots. At the present and developing bike paths in St.
time, the City of St. Cloud is Cloud.
prohibited from doing that by state
I am still working on these issues
law. He has promised to help students and I need your help. I urge you to vote
lobby at the state legislature for the on Monday for John Massman for city
repeal of that law.
council. Massmann lives on the south
-When students requested that the side and has Jong been and advocate
· city council and the Area Council of for .the same issues and priorities
Govei-oments put in a two-lane bridge which you and I believe in.
to replace the 10th Street Bridge, he
strongly supported our request,
Terry Serie
411 S. 4th Ave,
instead of the original plans which
called for a four-lane highway to be
built right .through campus.
-Loehr has· testified frequently in
front 9f the State Legislature on behalf
of SCS's request for money to build the
Administrative Services Building,
· Centennial Hall, the Halenbeck Hall To the editor.
addition, remodeling of Stewart Hall
and · the acquisition of the NSP
April 15 is past and once again some
property for parking space and 40 million Americans have been hit
with
an 'income tax penalty of up to 20
recreational use.
Loehr has demonstrated through his percent because they happen to be
progra~s. services and improvements single (including many who are .
that he deserves the support of the widowed, divorced, separted, studcampus.
ents, military, etc.) .
To end this tax rip-off, Rep. Edward
Koch (D-NY) has introduced HR 850 in
Jereae Herzing the House Ways and Means
TomWleaer Committee, to establish the tax table
. Keith Jablman currently used by iparried persons
Rick Caldecott fiJing joint returns as the tax table to
Mul<Benham be used by all taxpayers. This bill
IJndaBoeh would also remove tax inequities from

New law introduced
to end tax rip-offs

married couples who both work.
More information about HR 850 may
be obtained by sending a stamped,
self-addressed #10 enve lope to
Committee of Single Taxpayers
(COST), 1628 - 21st St., NW.
Washington, DC 20009.
Another bill pending in Ways and
Means which may be of interest is HR
10219, which would allow renters an
income tax deduction for that portion
of their rent which ultimately goes to
pay real estate property tax on their
rental unit, similar to the deduction
presently allowed to homebuyers.
All who would benefit from these
bills are urged to write to their
Congressman and to members of the
House Ways and Means Committee,
pressing for prompt action .
Lee Spencer

Arllnatan, Vfra.

Student vote urged
in upcoming election
To the Editor:
I urge all students to vote in the clty
election on Monday. H residence lr~II
students are not registered they can do
so easily at the polls on Monday since
a member of the housing office will be
available at the Education Building to
sign a required statement saying you
live in the precinct.
If you Jive off campus you vote in
that precinct. To register you need a
driver's license with an address for
that precinct or a statement of a
registered voter from that precinct
saying you live in the precinct-that
registered voter must come to the
polling place with you. If you don't
kn0w a registered voter in your
precinct call 253-4087, 252-0350, or
252-7974 for help.

Don Sllddnk
1peech commu.n.lcadon1 department

"The Real Thing" •

is available on SCSU campus at the

Atwood Deli and the Snack Bar
Quench that thirst with:

Coe~ Cola • Bubble Up
Fresca •- Tab • Mr. Pihb
• Frostie Root Beer •
· In cans, quarts
and ½ gallons
Cold _to go at
popular prices!
(

•

"Strings and Things" '\ •

•

banjo, piano

•

•

Wed. thru ~un.

•

•

8:30-12:30 p.m.

•

•
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Bands play exhilerati"ng sets for concert crowd
ByTenyKauman
Pandemonium and passion
might be the best terms to use
when describing the Tuesday
evening Wet Willie/ Charlie
Daniels show.
For three solid hours th'e
audience clapped, sweated
and danced their way through
the two band's exhilirating
sets which culminated in four
encores and thundering ap•
plause.
The opening act, Wet
Willie, described themselves
as coming from !..'..the heart of
Dixieland. '• Despite this fact
Willie and the band adhered
most comfortably to a
· disco•reggae sound.
·
To attain this distinctive
sound Willie's members used,
among other things, three
keyboard instruments. Both
the standard organ and piano
were used as well as some
stimulated orchestral effects
provided by the Mini•Moog.
Though a good share of the
arrangements were redundant
and s1ip-shod, the band
managed to keep the whole
thing alive with a good stage
show and some commendable
guitar work. The basic format
for Wet Willie was gutsy and
brash. For t'h em it was strictly
a no-holds-barred show.
· Of pai::ticular interest · were
two tunes: "Everything You
DO Will Come After You" and
the raw powered "I Don't
Need No Teaser." Both set

Concert review
the stage for the Daniels
show. When Wet ~ Willie
concluded their 70-minbte set
it was clear that the Daniels
fans were out in force and
number.
Though Willie delivered an
impressive set, it was Daniels
that the fans were after and
they were soon to have him.
Between sets, many members of the audience.got up to
catch a breath of fresh air
outside the hall. Lights and
bodies brought the auditorium
temperature up to• a sweltering 80 degrees.
Then darkness and a cool
blue light usheted Charlie
Daniels and his · Tennessee
band to the stage. From that
moment on it was straightahead boogie from one of the
tightest Southern bands around. .
Each of the numbers, like
the amusing and spunky
"Wichita Jail" and the down
home "Whiskey," combined
Southern flavored rock with
the distinct and very personal
touch of Daniels.
During the evening, Daniels
alternated between the use of
the fiddle and gUitar. At one
point he took the liberty to
pick the fiddle like a guitar.
Techniques like this one have
made the Daniels band one of
the hottest groups to come out
of the south since the

Allmans.
The remainder of the show
came off in much the same
way. Daniels and the group
performed their highly individua1istic brand of "bayou"
rock and roll.
Of course a. few more
mellow times were a part of
the show as well "It's My
Life" and "Waitin' On The
Other Side'' were among the
more laid back numbers
included within the .set.
But rock was the Charlie
Dani~ls band's best agent.
The band performed best in a
louder situation. The groups
best aspect was unquestionably it's unyielding rhythm
. section. The reason for this
was the band's two drummers. Each of the pefcussionists played a diff'Crent part
on the tunes. The effect of this
was a solid inescapable drum
pattern.
By the time the last part of
the show rolled around,
members of the band were
dripping with sweat. · Daniels
had a small poOl of
perspiration on his fiddle.
He had given the audience
his all and he was preparing to
cap the night off. This
included four encores, in one
of which he was joined by
members of Wet Willie. With
each encore Daniels became
clearly more fatigued 8nd
drained.
As he broke into the final
encore one could see that

Daniels was not the only tired
thing on the stage. His violin
bow was a shredded mass of
fiber and gut. Announcing
that the band "was pooped,"
D?.iels tipped his beautifully
embroidered hat and left the

Photo by Suaan Sdlumacher

Charlie Daniel• rou ... the audience with hi• speclal brand of "bayou"
rock and roll Tuesday night In Halenbeck · HaU. The Chari le Daniel•
t.nd WH Joined by Wal Wlllla from "the heart of Olxleland."

•

Hitchcock film lacks usual suspense
By R. Elizabeth Brown
There is a missing hefr in
the family plot. There is a
phoney mystic in the family
plot. There is a professional
jewel thief in the family plot.
What is missing from ''The
Family Plot," however, it the
usual high-quality suspense
story one has come to expect
from Alfred Hitchcock.
Combining aspects of humor with those of a somewhat
technical ·script, Hitchcock
leads us through this film
without Il'!-uch building_ of
suspense or that magical twist
of realization that usually pops
in one' s head at some oblique
point in the fiJm.
Beginning with a very long
opening scene in the over. stuffed and over-decorated
parlor of an aging socil!-lite
with a secret, we flnd, through
._the trances induced by the
phoney mustic, · B8rbt1ra Harris, · .tha·t · it · would I be very
beneficial for her to discover
the true identity of Ms.Rainbird' s sister's long abandoned
illegitimate son.
On the other side of town,
Page8

Rim review
however, there is another sort
of suspense-William Devane,
noted for his portrayal of
Kennedy in , "Missles of
October.'' He is now playing a
wealthy jeweler-turned-thief.
He commits a fantasticaUy
perfect kidnllp crime with his
partner (Karen Black) in
which a million doltar jewel is
the ransom. It ·does not take
long to realize that Devane, in
his quiet obnoxiousness, is
actually the missing heir and
has good reason to keep his
early childhood a secret.
This tends to make things
difficult, but not impossible,
for our. mystic and htr
cab-driver-boyfriend, played
by Bruce Dern (of "Gre) t
Gatsby" fame).
After some clue hunting,
more mystic sessions and a
!)abotaged car scene on
winding mountain roads, the
story unfolds to a rather
predictable end.
"The Family Plot" is a story
of plot well executed. But that
is all. There are no excesses in

this movie-no excess of
suspense, no excess of humor.
·There is a desire to nudge
"The Family Plot" into a mo~e
dynamic direction-either slap- '
stick or morbidness.
· There is much that is
ordinary about this fiJm,
including, for the most part,
the acting and the fiJming.
The runaway car scene on
mountain roads, although
somewhat dizzying, loots like
a simulated driving screen in
the driver's safety school.
Graveyard scenes COuld be'
more dramatic, although at
one particular high point we
arc both startled and humored
by the sight of an older widow
ticking a gravestone.
Will Jones has referred to
Alfred Hitchcock as the
"aging master of suspense"
and- indeed it seems true, ·at
least if we ·are to judge him
from the qualities of •'The
FanJily Plot,., that the great
master has grown somewhat
complacent in his old age.
"The Family Plot' ~ is
shoWing at Cinema Arts.

___,,;---.

stage among rowdies and
gleeful well wishers.
The Charlie Daniels Band
had been to SCS and all there
was to say is that he took the
small town by furious storm
and lots of sweat.

If You Vote In St. Cloud .

VOTE FOR LOEHR
FOR MAYOR
•

Strongly and Publicly
Committed to o New, Modern
2-Lone bridge to Reploce the
. Present l 0th Street Relic.

•

Pledged to Work with Metro
Tronsit Commission for New
Carousel· B.us Service. Designed
for SCU Neighborhood Service

•

Exhoustive Study to Relieve
Trnt'fic - Problems in
· ·
~ niv~ siy
reo.
-
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The Germain Motor Hotel is
more than a hotel. It is the theatre capacity. According to
home of the County Steams Jurik, the company has
Theatrical Company.
exceeded this goat.
The company has been in
~·u we can increase
existence for 11 monthS( attendance by 25 percent we'll
,. performing in the Germain really be sailing," Jurik said.
Annex where the audience can
A diverse audience favors
dine in the Griffin Room prior comedies, according to Jurik.
to the performance or have
A diverse audience, includcocktails during the play.
ing young and old, students

s;::;t

co~:t~mp:;Y'sfo~;;t
:~=ndp;::e;:!:!an:eetple,
Because these proved to be
The audience favors comfairly successful, the company edies, according to Jurik.
Presented a five-play winter
"We didn't want all
season.
comedy, farce of fluff," Jurik
Harvey Paul Jurik and said.
Walter Weaver, who are
In order to balance the
among the founders of the season, the company includes
company, feel that St. Cloud a serious or suspenseful play
was ready to support a full such as Agatha Christie's
time theatre.
" Little Murderers. "
• "Audience response proves
Space is also considered by
this was so, " Weaver said.
the •company when choosing
The Company originally set plays to be performed.
a goal to play for a SO percent Because they work with
limited space and facilities the
company must perform plays
NOW 7 & 8:30
requiring small casts.
MAT SAT & SUN 2:00
The casts are formed on a
volunteer basis. Company
lllflllll/lllFMAN
members ''do it for love rather
than money," Jurik said.
The company received a
PIISIINT'S IIIN"
grant from the Minnesota
~ -,.
Community Arts Council to
keep a steady technical
director on the staff.
Every show see.s new faces
with the exception of a few
steady people.
The mem~• backgrounds
are dividCd quite evenly
between those that have had

·w.111

-----,•·-~.-

Ann Kojola, who plays one
of the lead roles in the
company's current production
of "Ernest In Love," said she
feels this variety is good for a
community theatre. The
people who lack experience
have the opportunity to learn
from those who are experienccd.
Kojola has 8 master's

1;::;:

i~~s~~:i:~:s~;:~
Minnesota. She taught in the
theatre department at the
University of New Mexico for
one year.
Others appearing in the
current production include
Seth Parent , a first-year
theatre major at SCS; Charles
McKain and Shannon Corrigan both inexperienced in
theatre.
Corrigan said she feels that
she got a part because of her
determination. After trying
out several times, she was
finally successful.
"
"It's so much work but I
love every minute, " Corrigan
said.
The p_tOduction of a play
involves a five night per
week-10 week committment
by each person involved.
Twelve presentations of the
play follow six weeks of
rehearsal.
According to Jurik, people
cannot make such a committment more than once or
twice a year, which accounts
for the turnover of people
involved in the company.
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''BAD NEWS
.B EARS"~
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"Sunday, Bloody Sunday," starring Glenda Jackson, Peter
Finch and Murray Head , will be shown in the Atwood theatre at
3:30 and 7:30 p.m. today.
"Dr. Stnngelove," a Stanley Kubrick film, will be shown at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Atwood theatre. All films
sponsored by ABOG arc shown free of charge.
Due to overwhelming response to these films, the weekend
film will be shown at 3:30, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. beginning April
23. Additional midweek showings will be arranged later this
spring.
Video tapes "Without Tears," "The Gladiators" and "Virgin
President ," will be shown Monday in the Atwood ·sunken
lounge and throughout .the week in the dorm lobbies.
Lectunm
"The Flttlng IJfe: The responsible self and t he Christian ethic
of H. Richard Niebuhr'' is the topic of Tuesday's lecture by Rev.
Kenneth Beck of the First Methodist Church, St. Cloud. The
lecture will be at 8:15 p.m. in Brown Hall 232.

Theatre,
Ticbta are available at the Performing Arts Center box office
for "Death of A Sale.man" which will be presented April 20-25
on Stage I of the PAC.
Plans are underway for Theatre L'Homm Dlea, the SCS
summer theatre in Alexandria, Minn . Jobs are available tor
students. Contact Dick Cermele, PAC 204, for more
information.
Music:
Charles Echols will present an ora;an recital at 8 p.m. Monday
in the Performing Arts Center Recital Hall.
Teri Dlugosch and Nona Hopkins , SCS students, will present
a Joint organ recital at 8 p.m. Monday at the First United
Methodist Church, 302 South Fifth Ave .
Percu.ulonlst David Swenson will present a senior recital at 8
p.m. Tuesday in the Performing Arts Center Recital Hall.
Tenor Dale Albright will perform at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the
Performing Arts Center Recital Hall .
P.lanl.st Raymond Bannon will present a graduate recital at 8
p.m. Thursday in the Performing Arts Center Recital Hall.
All recitals are &ee and open to the pabUc.
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SCS graduate Richard Mittelstadt is displaying his palntlnas
in the Atwood gallery through may I.
A student art 1how will be on display in the Kiehle Visuai Arts
Center gallery from 8 a.m .-4:30 p.m. daily beginning Monday
and running through may. I .
A batik demoaatradoa and workshop will be presented at 7
p.m. Tuesday in the Herbert Room , Atwood and at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Kiehle Crafts Room. Cost of the workshop is
S1.50, payable at the Atwood main desk.
The. Arts RfOUP of the St. Cloud Branch of the American
Association of University Women will hold their annual antique
show in the Birch ROOm of the Germain Hotel on April 23 from
11 a.m.-10 p.m. and April 24 fivm 11 a.m. to 6 p.m .

Saturday, April 17th

The Fabulous
Cruisers

7:00 & 1:15 MAT SUN 2:00
ALFRED HITCH COCK'S

"FAMLY PLOT'~

Pr.inc•t:an Ballraa
Ju1t 25 mlnut..

••t ol St. CM>ud

1 mile nGrth of Princeton

Beer and Setups
For reservat1ans call 3119-4345
BEGINNERS DANCE Lf;:SSONS- ~tarting Saturday. May ·fit-:Slx Ssturd1y1.
Modern & Old Tyma 7:00 P.M . Polish Hop.{Hop POika) BP.M .
FrM 1dml11lon to dance with paid IHton1 .
Instructors: JHkkol1 Danc1r1
1972 Nstlonal Polka Champion,
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Council hopefuls ~iscuss campus issues
Editor'• note: Three of 11:a:
candklatH wUI be elected to at Jara•
poaltlon1 on the St. Cloud C,ty Council
In au electloa Monday. Preaeated bore
are lntenrlew■ with the candldatea
coad.acted th1a week by ChronJcle
reporter Muy Roberta. Each candJ.
date .reaponded to four qaeetlona.
I. The puldaa problem at SCS bu
been one of the main campu luaff
daring tbl1 campalp. What action
would you like· to 1ee taken to 10lve
th1I problem that hu aenerated eo

much COntroveny!

l. 'The 10th St. Brklae luae II one
that bu a a,eat Impact oa Ille dty
ret.ldentl and on the e&!DPU, Several
altematlvn have been •uaaeated,
lncladlna a new fom-lane brtdae and a
new two-Jane bridge wllh pedfftrlaa
and blcyde pathway,. Whay do you
- u a viable oolatloa to Ille 10th SI,
- - . . problem?

Seventh Avenues doesn' t really permit
people to part in front of their own
homes.
I feel we should channel into our

legislators and loot seriously at ramps
as they have in the University of
Minnesota area . I don't sec a problem
with obtaining the land here but it
would have to be partially funded by
the state. Our hands are tied in
essence because we, as a city, don't
have a lot to say about the parking
problem. However, it does exist and
steps will have to be taken to correct it/
2. I have researched considerably
the 10th St. Bridge problem and
engineering wise, we definitely need a
new bridge. It's 85 years old and the
footings are bad. I have made a
proposal to put a bridge south of the
dam so that you can come around the
south side of Halenbect Hall and not
cut into the campus. It definitely
should be a two-lane bridge with
adequate bicycle paths and pedestrian
lanes. I also have asked that a
double-deck bridge be explored. It
might be in the future but if the
footings and structure are set we may
someday be able to put on the top
deck.
·
3. J'm not familiar with the delection
ofthisbythecitycouncilortheHuman
Rights Commission. We're concerned
with the students and ways to help
them. We have a lot of students in this
area and we want to create an
environment that is conducive to their
position here .
4. I think the offering of adult
education to the community is a very
olltstanding benefit. However, there
are many problems with it.
The colJege runs a large ad in the
newspaper each quarter announcing
all of the courses. The problem is that
90 percent of these courses are filled at
the time the ad is run . The butt of the
students in the classes are day
students. I fail to understand why day
students are allowed into the night
classes. It's not really a community
thing .anymore. I don't see this as a big
problem, but there definitely needs to
be some work done in this area.

3. Last week the Chronicle received
a letter &om an SCS faculty member,
JulJe And.rezejewakl, which stated the
current city admlnlatntlon ellmlnated
a claule &om the local Buman Rights
Ordinance protecting student& &om
dlacrtmlnatlon. In dltcunlng the
matter further with a member of the
comm.lulon, It wu learned that
,tu.dents were never Included ln the
ordinance u a group ln the protected
clua of cltlzemy. Reportedly, the
ordinance la being revised and wW
again necenltate city council
approval. What are your feellnga If the
revlalons Include, the protection of
atudent.&f
4. What other thing• would you, u a
city council member, llke to tee that
would effect the ,tudents of SCSf
Roger Belanger

-

t. It mu st be recognized that the
, state university is a state institution
funded throu8h the legi§lature but the
city should provide the campus and the
community with a respect~ ble
environment.
Photo bro..,.,._ e,-,
The parking on Fifth, Sixth and Sybll Hollern
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2. My basic proposal would be a
good, wide two-lane bridge including
1. Having lived here almost all of my separate pedestrian and bicycle lanes.
life, we've teamed to live with the I actually began discussing the issue in

problem and I think others have also.
The financing problems of a ramp arc
just · that, real problems . The
legislators won't wort to finance it and
the taxpayers won't buy it either.
My friends from the neighborhood
have teamed to live with it. However,
if parking limits went to 10 hours it
would be quite drastic for us because
we'd never be able to have any friends
visit us because of lack of parting
facilities.
2. The 10th St. Bridge is an inner
city bridge. I'd hate to think of it as a
four-lane bridge. We just can't disrupt
a neighborhood like that. A two-lane
bridge will be the best solution to what
is a very serious problem. When I
cross the bridge I always roll down my
windows so that if it ever goes, I'U be
able to swim to shore. Something has
to be done about it as soon as possible.
3. I've always thought the students
were happy and that they were treated
real weU. The three universities in the
St. doud area should do a lot to
stimulate our culture and I think SCS
students, because so many of them are
here only during the week don't get
involved in civic affairs and therefore,
have a problem· getting involved.
4. The city and SCS should be real
close to one another. I think the
students should become more involved
in city affairs. The students are a part
of the community and they should be a
part of it. There should be no
separation in any way, shape or form.

the campaign and I am p1eased that
most have agreed that this is the way •
to go.
3. The Human Rights Commission
proposed certain areas to the council
and they voted to not include students
along with a couple other groups.
Technically, rather than being
eliminatedtheywerejustneveradded.
Students should be added to the
ordinance. There are situations in a_
college community that only ~tudents
experience. There are rental leases,
_deposit money and other areas where I
feel special protection for the student
is needed.
4. While I'm from the campus, I
would like to see bringing this
institution, its faculty and students
further into the community and a large•
part of it is to help convince the city of
the tremendous resource that the
students and faculty provide. I don' t
feel that it has been used at all
effectively in attracting industry t~ the
community and in providing full and
part-time jobs. I would like to help
project and carry these attitudes of
concern and involvement into the
future of St. Cloud.

1. The parking problem is actually a
primary concern of the state
legislature because the university is a
state institution.
As far as the role of the city council,
they should be working with the
university and the legislature
encouraging some kind of resolution to
the problem. It may have to be a ramp
or some other soiution, but the
students do have a real problem. I
think the key is teoperation of the
council and the state legislature.
,., . There should be some type of equity
as far as the fin es go. The student isn 't
able to pay fines :iny easier than

l . The whole fine systems should be
reviewed. It is discriminatory and it' s
just not fair on the part of the city.
· Some of thc...,parting problems can
possibly; be-r'e duted with additional
bite pathways an~ !Jle" shuttle bus
.service, which~_.1/°egin operation
soon.
Additonal parking lots and ramps
might also be looked at as possible C..clldalea
solutions.
Continued on page 16

Chronlcle

Candidates f l lll
view current
city issues
Editor's note: St. Qoud residents

wllJ vote Monday for the mayor of teh
city. The choice wllJ be between
Incumbent Alcuin Loehr and challenger Allee Ford, 1S17 Klllan Blvd.
Presented here are lnten-lews with the
caiadJdates conducted by Chro.nlcle
reporter Muy Roberts.

•,Alice Ford
People are saying that this
campaign l1 no longer dealing with
laaaea and that It has become: only a
penonallty feud between yoanelf and
the Incumbent. What la your reaction
lo thloT
I think there are two sides to it. I've
• talked on issu~s and he's brought the
personalty conflict into it. I've wanted
to talk on issues and I have discussed
many of them. I've wanted him to t8Jk
on issues and I've found it impossible.
I can't think · of any issue that I

haven't talked on and that's what I
decided to do when I went into this
campaign.

I've been an observer of city
govefflment for many years and I felt
the serious issues pertaining to St.
Cloud were not being discussed and

suggested. You have stated opposition
toward.a a four-lane bridge. What do
you. see as the moat reallltlc app,oach
lo thlo problem!
I would oppose anything other than
a two-lane bridge. Pedestrian and
bicycle pathways wo!lld also be very
important .
Financing is a very difficult
problem. Financing from the state is
difficult_because it is not a state
highway. Regardless of the financing,
it should· riot be dictated to us the size
of the bridge that should be built.

that's why I ran. This administration
has more or less been pushing things
You did extremely well In the March
under the rug and I want these issues
to be talked about. City hall has been 29 primary lo the campu area. What
running too smoothly and I'm always actions have yon taken In the campus
concerned when the council and the area to encourage voter participation
and how do yon think It will effect the
mayor run -¥'...~oothly together.
I thint th.e mayor of St. Cloud waDts election ....a11sT
to increase his political and power gain
After the primary, two faculty
and I think he's getting his way. If he . members of SCS called and asked if we
is re-elected, he will gain so much could begin organizing a little stronger
more power in the next four years, he and clarifying registration procedures.
will be impossible to unseat unless he H the student does not have a St.
decides he no longer wishes to have Cloud driver's license, we're working
the office.
· on having a registered voter from the
precinct to be there to vouch for the
Y~u've proposed parldog UmJt students.
We' re not telling the students how
lncreuea In the campus area from
4-10 hoan. Loehr bu termed thlo to vote but I really do feel that they
ameaJlatlc and bu 11ated It Is should have the chance to if they want
lmpoulble for you to do u an to.
Right now, it looks like it could be a
lndfvldual. However, yoq. have atm
maintained It · ls a viable 10lat1oa. close election. I can only hope that
with
all we've done in the past weeks
What makes you ■are that the lO~bour
we can generate the highest turnout of
limit wDI work?
,,
voters
ever in St. Cloud.
Loehr has said that I have Promised
HI don't win, it won't destroy my
this as a · solution and I have not
promised. I did say on campus that I ego. I only think there are some very
will support that increase. It would be seriOus things going on in city hall that
up to the council, but I would strongly are not in the best interest of the
argue in favor of it and I would try to citizens of St. Cloud. I feel the present
administration is there for power and
document my reasoning behind it.
Regardless of the time liipits, you're political gain and I don ' t believe they
going to have cars there all day. The have really been concerned about the
,,
students now simply play a little game citizens of the city.
You've expreaed concem1 abont
of Russian Roulette at the end of the
four hours and move it far enough just the wellan, of SCS and Its 1tudenls.
to mate the four-hour limit start over Yoar _.,at bu called these
concern■ onJy "promlsel." U elected
again.
I'm not sure economically we can ne:xt week, how do you feel yoa can
afford a ramp. They're very expe_n sive benefit the campus, lta faculty and Its
•
but I think we should take a close loot llludeals.T
I'm not scared of students. That can
at the ramp idea and look at methods
already improve the relationship
of financing it.
Orie area that I think would be between· the city and the campus. The
perfect for the investigation of the mayor is afraid ofJhe students and I'm
ramp would be across from Halenbeck not . I feel very comfortable among the
Hall. That's a- big lot; it's a central students.
Second, I'm very appreciative of the
location and wi~ many of the sporting
events; it could b,e utilized even more fact that the campus is here and that
··will
help to create better relationships
by city residents.
because I do appreciate them.
A
leader of a city can create a whole
You've made many reference. to the
ton.e and 1 believe that I can set a tone
problem ■ of the 10th St. Bridge and
of
trust
in the mayor's office.
several aJtenaatlves have been
Friday , Aprtl 16, 1976

Alcuin Loehr
You have been referred to as a
"polldcal machine" and as being out
of touch with the city realdents,
Including SCS students •.,What Is your
deftnldon of a "polldcal machine" and
how would you refute thl1 accusation?
The machine politics just doesn't
exist in St. Cloud. The term is absurd
and absolutely incredible because if
there is anyone who has direct
communication with his citizenry, I do
have it. I make myself available to the
citizens and the students know that
this office is always open to them.
Dlrectly examining ■ome of the
campaign IND.ea that wW have a
partlculu effect on the campus, yobr
opponent bu proposed cbaagl.ng the
fOm-hour parking limits to 10 hou.n.
You have opposed ■uch action calllng
It "mueallstlc." On what do you hue
thlo feellagT
The mayor, whoever it might be,
does not have full- authority to make
those kind of decisions. They come
about through presentation and
articulation to the city council. No one
can blanketly promise part of our
community any particular kind of
program that would benefit them.
However, I've made the point that
I'm quite willing and receptive to
sitting down with the students and the
administration and talking about the
parking problem. I encourage this kind
of dialogue between the city and the
university.
You agree there Is a parking
problem at SCS. What viable 10lutlons
do you ■ee as po■ slble alternative■ to

students would not be receptive lo
paying such high cost to park their
cars in a ramp.
Financing is also a problem.
Perhaps some of this fine money could
be solely devoted to ramps. A joint
venture between the state and city
would be of interest to me .
The 10th St. Bridge Is another INue
that has caused "much dlscuNlon lo the
campus area and throughout the city.
Several alternatives to the problem
have been mentioned. Could you
clarlfy your ~ltlon on what you feel
would be the suitable approach to this
project!
I don't know why the 10th St. Bridge
is an issue . This mayor was the
individual that pursued a two-lane
bridge for St. Cloud in the 10th St.
Aea. We called a public hearing that
was well attended at Atwood Center
where the St. Cloud Area Council of
governments went on record unanimously to support a two-lane bridge
with bicycle and pedestrian lanes.
That, to me, is no longer an issue
because we have made our
committment. Our position hasn't
changed.
•
In the March 29 primary, you were
beaten declslvely by your opponent lo
the campus uea precincts. With
general elections less than a week
away, what do you feel wW happen In
the campus precincts and how do you
think It wlU affect the final outcome of
the election'!
Since November 9, 1970, when I was
sworn in as mayor of this city, I made a
committment .that I wanted to bring

tb~~~n!resently formed a new ~~tree:n~h;h;~!oie:~~~;~=o~~:o;
parking committee that consists of wanted to bring together a community
three council members, six students of common unanamity and I think
and several residents in the area and I .some of the things that have gone on
think with that kind of cross section and some of the comments made by
dialogue we'll be able to come up with certain individuals have caused a great
some solutions to the parking and serious division in some areas of
problems in the area.
our city. I wish that his hadn't
I have also made a committment happened because; SCS is an integral
that I am prepared to preserit to the part of the city. The students are an
city council a proposal that would integral part of the city . They're a
require or request the Minnesota State great benefit to us. They have a terrific
Legislature to repeal the present law impact ori our total economy and on
that deals wiih the parking violations our total higher education system.
from the campu·s . We should also look
at a legislative P.roposal to provide for
If you are re-elected ne:xt week,
those fines and fees to be in~be~ed what you are your p~• for SCS and lt.r
into a parking area fund ....that would "°pie'! Are there any Other areas you,
de81 directly with the campu~ e~ / U mayor, would like to ■ee examined
problem. We're going to take a goop and looked at'! ·
hard look at the problem and if there is
I think my record speaks for itself. I ·
an area of change that can be looked have supported SCS in many areas. I
at, we'll do it.
think I've done my share and I w'tll
Ramps are very expensive and the continue to dp that.
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Slugger sparks baseball team to two victories
By Rick Nelson

in the first game of the
double-header.
In the third inning of that
first game, Slagel came to bat
with two men on and drove the
ball over the left field fence for

Busch took the mound for the
Huskies and got into trouble
with the second batter he
faced. After the first b~tter
was thrown out at first, Busch
let the next batter on with a

second baseman Gerry Vierzba. Vierzba came- up with the
ball, but his throw to the
shortstop at second base was
in the dirt and rolled out into
left field.
With runners on first and
~us~~;:\i:i~ecte~0 ~;r.hits~: 1 ba;~·;n-~~!!~v•'\aue·r for third after that error (the only
that game to three for Northwestern
hit
what Huskies' error of the night) ,
Northwestern .
appeared to be a certain Busch began to lose control of
In the sCCOnd game Glenn double-play ball to Huskie the ball and walked the next
two batters , allowing one run
to score.
Busch continued to have
problems controlling the ball.
After striking out the next
batter, he threw two wild
pitches , letting in · two more·
runs. But that was the last run
Northwestern scored off
·Busch.
Coach Jim Stanek was not
worried about Busch's slow
start in that game .
"He was shaky, real shaky
in the first inning, " Stanek
said. " It was just a question
for him of getting over the
hump.
After that first inning he
pitched a good game."
With the score 3-0 in the
bottom of the fourth Slagel
returned to the batter's box
for the Huskies and sent
ariother long baU over the
left-field fence for a two-run
homer. That was the spark the
Huskies needed. One inning·
later
the game. was over and
PhotobySutanScnumaetie,
John GIHg•I, dHlgnated hllter for the SCS baHba.11 double In the fourth Inning of th• Northw ..tern SCS had won it 13-3.
INm round• third on his way to score for the gem• Tuesday and Gary Frarlck1 drove him home

SCS playe_r Larry Slagel let
loose with two hOrne runs to
help the SCS baseW.11 team to
two easy victorie s over
Northwestern Bible College
Tuesday.
SCS pitcher Mike Bialka
pitched a three-hit shutout to
aid the Huskies to a 12-0 .win

Huski". Glc,-oel got Into this position when he hit a

with •• , •• ,..

Billiard player to display talent

e

SCS women's softball team.opens.
Monday,with winning record coach
By Dlllllel Cote

1

Gladys Ziemer was SCS's
first women's softball coach
when· the sport was established in 1969. For the next
five seaSOns she compiled a
coaching record of 23-12 with
her fast pitch teams.
SCS dropped softball in
1974 but Ziemer continued as
women's volieyball and basketball coach.
"We dropped softball in '74
because we wanted to start
track and fie ld," Ziemer said.
"Last year, we picked it up
again but I didn't . coach
beca\)se we had one more
person on our staff (than in
1973), a graduate assistant ,
who was interested and
qualified to coach softball."
With the graduate assistant
· gone and no one else
qualified, Ziemer has again
taken up the softball team's
coaching responsibilities.
"1 am looking forward to the
season beginning," she said.
" 'I am anxious to see ·how we
compare with other teams in
the state."
Ziemer's comparisons start
Monday when the Huskies
begin th eir 1976 season with a
Page 12 ·
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doubleheader at Southwest . probably start the Southwest
State University. The compe- · game, Ziemer said.
tition begins at 3 p.rn . SCS
''We can only take · JS
also plays a doubleheader at women on away trips,'' she
the University of Minnesota- said. "The difference in the
Minneapolis Wednesd~y at 4 women we leave home, have
sit the b'ench and start will be
p.rn .
"We've reached the point experience. The most experiwhere we need games to see enced players will play our
where our players are in their first games but we have so
training,'' Ziemer said. ''Most many good women on this
of our players don't have any team that our lineup could
change at anytime."
fast pitch experience.
Some of the women
" They don 't know how to
receive base running instruc- expected to start the Southtions or take batting signals or west game are .Carol Bemis,
do some of the other things shortstop; Patsy Slegh , first
base; Ci•ndy Neisen, third
r~~t p~~:c;:~:~re;hts f;sr a: base; Sheryll Juhnke, pitcher;
beginning fast pitch softball Marilyn Nathe , catcher; Colleen McDonald 'or Peggy
team."
Those player-s with some Poirier, se~nd base.
experience in fast pitch will

'Willie Mosconi, one of the
most proficient bilWard players
in the U.S. and the world, will
give an exhibition in the
Atwood Garnes Area Tuesday.
Mosconi liolds the world's
record high run of 526 balls.
He also had the 1950 National

OPfl

I

FD

B:m u. ID 10:III ,_._
SIi. ft:111 ID. 10:tll

PH. 251-!1615
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Lutheran . ·
Communion

Tournament high run of 141
points in one inning.
Mosconi will give two
exhibitions, one at 11:30 a.m.
and another at 7:30 p.m. The
exhibitions are sponsored by
the Atwood Board of Governors Garnes ·Gang.

118 Sixth Avenue South
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The games Tuesday lasted
only five innings because of a
five-inning, 10-run rule which
gives the coaches the oower to
agree to call the game at the
end of five innings if one team
has at least" · a IO-run
advantage.
Stanek was not surprised at
Slagel ' s heavy hitting_ in the•
two games.
•' He has been corning up to
this all along," Stanek said.
"All that was needed was a
little patience and waiting.
He's a good ball-player-he's
a good athlete."·
The Huskies out-hit the •
Northwestern team 23-6 in the
two games.
''We c8n hit from the top to
the bottom (of the order),"
Stanek said. •'Because we lost
two pitchers we would have
had, we knew we would have
to work hard on offense.
"Now that our pitching is
looking better we're · going to
have to be careful or we could
have a great team."
Tonight and Saturday SCS
will face Bemidji State
University for two doubleheiders at the St. Cloud
Municipal Stadium. The
cornpetitiori begins today at 2
p.rn. and Saturday at 12 noon_.
Next Tuesday the Huskies will
be in Minneapolis to play the
University of Minnesota in a
double-header there.

eulldlng and Equipment
DHigned with You In
Mlnd -Coinplete with Air
Conditioning-We alto offer
e11ln-op d._ry cleenlng.
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Women's tennis team
faces .four competitions
By Daniel Cote

"1 heard from Malacester's r
coach that St. Catherine's has
a very fine team. They are
suppose to be fairl y strong,"
The Luther Invitational will
be one the beSt tournaments
the Huskies enter this spring,
Whitlock said.
match. Wednesday SCS will
Luther will have some
have its first home match of exceptionally strong competi•
the spring. The Huskies face tion. Carleton is a strong team
Mankato State UniVersity on and Drake is full y behind
the Halenbeck courts at3 p.m. their women's athletic pro•
Thursday SCS plays at St. grams. They have poured a lot
•catherine's College in a 3:30 of money into them."
Last Tuesday, the Huskies
p.m. match. The - Huskies
leave Friday for the Luther won their second dual match
Invitational in Iowa. The of the spring, defeating
tournament will feature such Malacester college 8-1. The Photo b) Dwight Hazard
teams as Ltither College (the win gave SCS a 2-1 record .
cro11 the finish line In the 100 meter hurdlH at Selke
Singles victories came from
Fleld W.ctne1day. Wahl won the event with a time
host team), Carleton College,
of 16.3 1econd1. The Hu1klff won the mNI with
Drake University and Iowa Sue Fischer, number one;
track women Debbie Mahoney [far leltJ, Sue 118.5 points over four other INm1 . North Dakota
Laurie Fisher, number two, SCS
•· ~te University.
Wahl (second from rl\lht), and Deb Kratt 11raln to Stale Unlvertlty took ncond with 13.5 polnt1.
Duluth and St. Catherine's Tracy St. Onge, number four;
are two schools the Huskies Chris Andresen, number five;
know very little about, Coach Dawn Peterson, number six.
Doubles victories came from
Dee Whitlock said.
"I haven't heard anything Fischer and Fisher, number
Gary Schwartz wa s , a decided to name the annual
about Duluth yet, '' Whitlock one; Gail Haug and St. Onge ,
said. "We haven't played number two; Andresen and hurdleronthe~CStrackt~am. scs Invitational after him.
He
was the kmd of amiable
The invitational is a dual
anyone who has played them. Peterson, number three .
guy that everybody like to call track meet with both the men
The Fourth Annual Atwood
a friend. He died one and and women Hoskie track Bowling Tournament will be
one-half years ago when a teams competing against the held this year April 26-April
slowly worsening heart condi- University of Minnesota-Du- 29 at the Atwood Lanes.
tion fina11y caught up with luth (UMD) at Selke Field.
The event will include
him.
This year's meet will be doubles and singles competiLast year Coach Waxlax tomorrow at 11 a.m.
tion and is open to all SCS
faculty , staff and students.
EE . YA LATER, HI LOA
The deadline for registration
'RE GOING- TO PIC.K UP
and payment of fees for thJ
•Jeans
WIMMER OPTIC
event will be 10 p.m. April 25
at the Atwood Games and
.
Recreation desk.
Trophies will be awarded to
• Western
superior individua ls and •
.
·.
/.
teams in the tournament . The
cost for the approximately
0
0 ·
nine games will be S4 for the
"·"..__._,
3100 ClMrwater Road
St. Cloud, Mn
singles tournament, S2 for the
Open 1o-6p.m. dally
Fri. TII tp.m.
&UIIIIIAIN
doubles
tournament and S5 for
IIIIOTUMOTU
both.
The women's tennis team
faces four competitions in
seven days next week.
Monday the Huskies will
play at the University of
Minnesota-Duluth in a 3 p.m.

Track women win

Memorial meet tomorrow Annual bowling
tournament set
for April 26-29

10%OFF
on

Lee

•Jackets

•

Shirts

Breezeway Saddle Shop

'

- o"'

INC IOII CU

SELF SERVICE

FITZHARRIS

Pack & Camp

CARS & TRICKS

OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK
ATTENDANT
ON
DUTY
·
St.CIIMMI
.

FITZHARRIS No\'.' Has
Complete Lines of
Tents-Clothing-BootsBags-Food

FREE
ALUMA CRAFT
CANOE

Tired

Here's your chance to
sign up for a room In
our residence balls.

Given Away July 1st ·

Register Now!

Rentals

Canoes-Tents-Packs

of living ~ff-campus
and away from where
the action Is?!

p/

Wednesday, April 21st
8,00 • 4,30 p.m.
In the Hou8ing Office
Carf>IHall
OFF-CAM PUS STUDENTS ONLY

Don't Miss the Action!
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Notices
Notices aie published free of

Interested In promotion? Come

charge tor any SCS students
group. Deadlines for notices are
Tuesday noon for Friday l11uu
and Thursday noon for Tuesday
Issues . NoUces should be placed

to the ABOG Media Relatlon1
Meeting Mondays at 3 p.m . In
222 Atwood .

In person or by mall .

every Wednesday at 3:30 p .m . in
222 Atwood.

ABOG
The SP9Clal Events Committee
meets every Tuesday at 3 p.m . ln

222 Atwood .

·

Th e FIims Commlltee meets

meets every Wednesday at 3:30

For Information on low cost
charter fllght s , International
student I.D .' s, youth hostel
cards, and other travellng hints,
contact the Travel Information
Center, 222G , Atwood, 255-2206.

p.m. in 222 Atwood.
The Joumeytolk meet every

Stupor tNml ls/ cc{mlng May 7.

The CoffNhouH CommlllH
meets every Wednesday at 3:30

p.m. In 222 Atwood.

The CrNtlva Arts CommltlH

The Gamea ani:I RecrNtlon·
CommlltN meets every Monday
at 6:30 p.m. In the Outings Center
In Atwood .

Tuesday at 6 p.m . In the Outings
Center, Atwood .

The Conc.rts Company meets
every Monday at 4 p.m. In 222
Atwood.

The Llt•ary CommlttN meets
every Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. In
222 Atwood .

Jobs

II

The follow Ing Jobs are avallable

~~~~: ~~:tit~~~~:toyment
A11embler- work 27 hours per
week 3-9 p .m . assembling
gaskets. Must have transports. tlon, should be here this summer.
$2.90 per hour.
Babysitting- work occaslonally
from 12: 30-4 p.m . Salary
negotlable .
BookkNP11r- work four nights a
week doing bookkeeping and light
auditing for motel, 11 p.m .-7 a.m.
Must have transportation and be
able to work this summer. Salary
depends on amount of experience.
CINnlng room operator- work
27 hours per week, 3-9 p.m. as
clean room operator at optical
plant. Must have transportation ,·
must be here this summer. $3.12
per hour.
Floor guard- work Friday and
Saturday evenings from 7
p.m.-mldnlght, at roller skating
• rink. Must be able to roller skate
and maintain order. Must have
transportation and be able to
work this summer . $3 per hour.
OnJ~il~otr'f.~-o~~~~gsfour hours
every Sunday cleaning optical
equipment. Must have tram~por•
tatlon, should be here this
summer. $2.85 per hour . Five or
six openings.
Janitor/errand runner• work

1i~~~~t:r;::a

The Symposiums and Forums
CommlttN meets every Tuesday
at 4 p.m. ln the Watab Room ,
Atwood.
The tecturn and Symposiums
CommlttN meets at 4 p.m . every
Monday In the Rud •Room,
Atwood .

.,..Lec-""tu-re_s_

'"I_ _ _ _

...- - - - - - - - Joan Grafflus, recent SCS
graduate and presently employed
by Control Data Corp., will speak
on Tuesday, April 20 at 4 p.m. In
MS 115. All Interested students
are Invited to attend. Sponsored
by the Math Club.
A lecture entltled "Ecumenical
Ollemnas," Dr. Robert Bllhelmer, Director for the Institute for
Ecumenical and Cultural Research, Collegeville, MN wlll be
given Aprll 20 at 8:15 p.m . In
Brown Hall 232. Sponsored by the
phllosophy department .
.----------

KVSC
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The Tri-county Humane Society has the following pets for
adoption: Golden Retriever cross
puppies Female, Black Lab Puppy
Male, Golden Lab Youth Male,
Spanlal crose puppy Male , Terrier
Cross puppy Male, Malamute
crosa puppy Male, Collie puppy
Female, Shepherd cross adults
Female, Sct,nauzer cross adults
Male-Female, Peke-Cocker cross
adult, Siamese Cat Male, Tiger
Striped cat Female, Black and
white cats two Male. Aflyone
wlshlni;j to adopt a pet may visit
the shelter at 127 Llncoln Ave.
N.E., or call 252-0896. Shelter
hours are from 2-7 p.m. on
weekdays and from 10 a.m.-3
p.m. on Saturdays .

The winner of the $200 prize for
the rugby raffle was Larry
Donabauer of Stearns Hall. The
Rugby Club made $200 for the
club . Thanks for the backing .

Recreation
Open gym houn at Eastman
Hall ere : Monday-Friday, all
gyms 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Monday-Thursday, north and
south 7 p.m. to midnight.
Monday and Wednesday, main
gym 7 p.m. to midnight,
Saturday, alt gyms 5 p.m . to 9
p.m . and Sunday, all gyms 1 p.m.
to 9 p.m . Open pool hours are:
Monday-Friday 11 :30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m ., Monday, Thursday 7
p.m. to midnight, Saturday 5
p.m. to 9 p.m . and Sunday from 1
p.m . to 9 p.m.
The SCS Fencing Club Is open
to those with previous experiences or who want to learn . It
meets every Wednesday from 7 to
9 p.m. In Halenbeck Dance
Studio.
Wnated: Some men who wm be
llvlng In St. Cloud this summer
with a desire to play organlztd
IOftball . Contact Ted at 251-7694.
251-7684 .
Atwood Rental Center Is
holding a uHd t-,it ule on
Wednesday, Aprll 21. Two
eight-man and two two-man tents
for Immediate sate et low prices.
The Rugby Club practk:H
every Tuesday and Thursday at 4
p.m. ln the South Fleld .·Everyone
Is welcome.

Homecoming '78 wants your
help now! Join the committee of
your choice. For Information go to
222, Atwood.

The fourth annual Atwood
Open will be held Aprll 28-29.
Maritoux Tnt1 for Fall Quarter This year a doubles tournament
student teachers will be given at has been added to the traditional
Health Services on Apr. 26 and 27 slngtes competition. Tourney Is
from 8 a.m . to 10 a.m. Tests wlll open · to all students, staff and
be read on Apr. 28 and 29 from 8 faculty. Fees are $4 for slngles, $2
to 10 a.m. CATE students should for doubles or $5 lor both. Sign up
have tests taken and read on the · In Atwood Recreation Center,
above dates from 1 to 2 p.m.
deadline Apr. 25 at 10 p.m.
All recrNtlon maJon and
minors w111 meet at 3 p.m., April
20 In 242, HAH.

MEC

Major Special Events meets
ev~ry Tuesday at 4 p.m . In th e
MEC office, Atwood.
The Performing Artists S.rln
meets every Monday at 3 p.m . In
the Sauk Room, Atwood .
,----...,.-,---,,,...--

Se~h.:. ~:::jn~~~PJ:,~~t:~
workers for this spring and
summer, If you ar.e Interested
please stop In the SES office,
Career Plannlng and Placement,
101 Administrative Services
Building.

WIIII• Mosconi, profH1lonal
pool player, will demonstrate his
skills In the games area In Atwood
on Wednesday, April 21-81 11:30
a.m. and 7:30 p.m . ~II SCS
students are welcome.

Easter Sunday , Aprll 18.
H8tenbeck wlll be closed for the
holtdays.
Th e all-dorm co-eel ·Volleyball
Toumam-,it wlll be held April
19-22. Matches wlll start at 7 p.m.
In Eastman Hall . This Is open
only to residents of on-campus
housing . Teams wlll consist of
three men and three women.
Single ellmlnatlon-best of three
matches wlll determine tournament Champions. Not more than
one Inter colleglate varsity
volleyball player may be on any
team. Deadllne fnr sign-up Is
Aprll 15 at 5 p.m. See your
Resident Assistant for reglstra~ •
tlon forms.
The all dorm ex.n:IH cla....
meet eVery Tuesday and
Thursday from 7-8 p.m . In
Eastman Hall In the east gym
th~ough flnal week. Classes will
consist of floor exercising,
volleyball, Jogging, water exercls•
Ing and other activities. The
activities vary eaci:i week. ,
Everyone Is to wear comfortable
clothing to avoid discomfort and
to let you move freely.
Atwood Rental Center Is open
Monday from 9-,11 a.m. for
returns, Monday Thursday from
1--4 p.m ., Friday from noon--4
p.m: Let us outfit you for camping
needs-get out and enjoy
Minnesota's .outdoors!

Start everyday with prayer at
the I.V.C.F. Prayer meetings,
Mond&y-Frlday at 7:30 a.m. In
the Jerde Room .
Pralae th• Lord tor· the day,
everyday at Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowshlp prayer
meetings, Monday-Thursday at 4
p.m. In the Jerde Room .

RESEARCH
FREE CATALOG!

Write or call tor your copy ol ou_r
latest catalog of over 5.000 research studies. These studies are
designed to HELP YOU IN THE
PREPARATION of·
•
•

• Research Papers
Essays
• Case Studies
Speeches
• Book Reviews
WE ALSO 00 CUSTOM WRITING

MINUTE RESEARCH
1360 N. SanObutg, # 1602
Chicago. tltinOis 60610
312-337-2704

There wlll be no open
recreation In Halenbeck Hall on

..;..M;.;.ee,e_.;;..tl_n_g:_s_

I

Mlscellaneous

with youths age 15-18. Must have . GENEA ~OGY SEMINAR-a
biology or environmental studies four-hour course ·on " putting
backgrourld and outdoor skllts. together your lamlly tree" wlll be
"'$140 per week . Part and full-time held Saturd~y. April 24 12:30
op~n~~~sa~:~l~~:~:~ted In any of
th89eopenlngs, please stop In the
SES office, Career Planning and
Placement , 101 Administrative
Services Bui/ding or call
255-3756.

If you are Interested ln being a
student counselor for the 1976-77
Orientation programs sign up In
222G, Atwood or call 255-2205.

-----------Attention JNH Colln Young
fans. Thie Friday on the 1,000
cycle teet Jesse's new album On
Appllcatlons are now being
The Rotd WIil be heard In \18
entirety at 8 p.m. right here at taken for the tr..1urer'1 pcnltlon
on the Student tlook Exchange for
88.5 FM .
next year.

~ier;~~.s
1!~~ 1-l_ _ _
·doing Janitorial work . Job can
April 26 the Women's Equllty
become tu11-tlme this summer, If Groupd Is sponsoring the fllm
desired . Must have transporta- Women Who Have Had An
tion. $2 .30 per hour plus mileage. Abortion. After the film there will
2 a.m. weekends. Ideal Job for .be a speaker and Informal
young couple with no chltdren . discussion. Women who have had
Furnished apartment. Salary an abortion and are wllllng to
negotiable.
' share their feellngs and Insights.
Scheduler- work 20 hours per Please call 253-9779.
week 4.9 p.m., scheduling runs
!or plastic tens making. Must
The Math Club Wm meet on
have transportation, Should be Wednesd9y, .Aprll 21 at 11 e.m. In
able to work thls summer. $3.01 MS 115.
per hour.
The St. Cloud w,.. t11ng Club Is
Tire fecapplng and malntenanc• work several hours during now working o'ut Monday·,
the week recapping, changing Wednesdays, alld Thursday at'
and maintaining tires. Must have 3:30 p.m. In the Wrestling gym at
transportation and be available to Halenbeck Hall . New members
are welcome. F0r Information call
work summer. $2 .50 per hour.
Unloadlng boxcars- work; occa- 253-5880.
sionally unloading lumber from
boxcars. Salary arranged.
The SCA meets every Thursday
at 6 p.m. In the Civic-Penny
Summer work
Room, At w'ood . Everyone welcome.
CounHlor/crew leader- work

~~~•~~~A~~:,~ 1-;..•,~~ ~'':,~:

The Academk Computer Servlcn are open the following
hours: Monday-Thursday from
7:30 a.m. to midnight , Friday
from 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
and Sunday from noon to
midnight .

f:~~~~

MASSMANN

~JOHN

COUNCIIMJIN ,1' 1,1•0•

Monday, April 19

'-

JOHN MASSMANN is CGlllmitted.111
• ".fair and equal butment far all citians
...imp,onn1 the quality af life
...1 two lane tenth stnet brid19 with bic,de

and pedestrian lanes

JOHANN. JOHN, JACQ UES,
MA RCELLA , MAR,K

...histDric- desipation far downlllwn and

gndu11e SJU & Uaf MN
13 JIS. faclt1, scsu
6yis. Chrprsn. Hist dp~

MN Bicentennial Gorn.

Soutli SL Cloud

...open, responsiwundilsponsible city
/

pemment,·

·

·

~~:; ·b:~:t;:'b:1i;r~I
Mrs. W Iiiiam Kukuk 400 S.E.
15th Ave. St . Cloud , or call
251-8718 b8fore 1 p.m. and after 7
p.nt . Sponsored by the St. Cloud
Area Genealogists .
Chronlcle

Classifieds

11
All Chronlcle cleullled ■ d·
vertlslng mu st be paid In
advance. Ads may be placed over
the tel95>hone, bul wlll not be r un
until payment 11 received . The

rat" for cla11lfled advertising 11
►

25 cent, per 11¥ ■ word line per
Insertion paid In adva nce .
Deadllnea far claHlfled adver/1•·
Ing ere Tuesday noon far Friday
l11uea and Thursday noon for
Tuesday IHUH .

-4,800 miles. 253-9998.
SADDLES, BRIDLES and other
1970 HONDA 350. Excellent
condition . Recently overhauled .
WIit take best offer. Ask for
Monk. 251-0387.

STEREO:

For Sale
750

Norton

Cammando .

GENERAL

Electric;

receiver, turntable , 2 speakers.
Excellent condition . $100 . 253-

3430.
' 68 TEMPEST Conv't auto
tran s.

1973

case. 253-1390.
1965 PLYMOUTH Barracuda.
Good condition . Best offer. Call
253-7090 , 255-3288 .
BACH MERCEDES II sllver
plated trombone . Good condition.
$175. 251-3739.
AMPEG SOUND reinforcement
system. Incl. 2-SA-6 speaker
columns, 6 Jack Input head, 2
Sure unisphere B mikes . Atlas
booms and stands . 5'h octave
organ Incl. $1200. 251-3739 .
VIVITAR 28 mm bayonet mount
lens for Nikon or Nltw<6rmat
cameras. 251-0579 .
1981 SPORSTER XLH engine

tack cheap . Rice, Minn . 393-2427 .

Good

shape.

Call

•

BIi i.

255-4329.
74 HONDA 750 full drq1, 3,000
mll es . li ke n ew. 253-3787 .
MARTIN D-18 guitar Martin

KNOW THE ST.CLOUD
BUSINESS COMMUNITY
The Carborator Shop
Stephen Johnson and Myl es Dawson acquired by purchase in 1973 The Carborator Shop located
at 3110 West Division. The Carborator Shop (then named '' West Side Spur'') was established in

.1966 by Carroll Johnson brother of Stephen Johnson.
Carroll Johnson was an instructor at St. Ooud Vocational in Automobile Mechanics. Among
those he taught " automobile mechanics" were both Stephen Johnson and Myles Dawson. Both
Myles D awson and Stephen Johnson worked at the West Side Spur when Carroll John son was
the owner.
Steve Johnson interrupted his employment at West Side Spur and travel ed on the road for Sun
Electric Company for several years instructing m echanics in service stations and garages how to
u se diagn ostic analysis equipment in locating the enct source of problem s in the operation of
internal combustion engines. Prior to his employment with Sun Electric, Steve had put in four
year service with the United State Marines. Myles Dawson did a tour of duty in the US Navy.
During the three years of their partnership in the operation of The Carborator Shop, the growth
of their business has been steady and they enj oy a growing volume of business from car owners
ln the University community. They· provide e:icellent mechanical care for automobiles of all
kinds, specializing in carborator repair and service on Foreign as well as American ears.
The Carborator Shop (West Side Spur ) engages six employees and employees a couple of part
time SCS students.

Purity

~

MILK CO.
SAi.ES

•

SERVlCI:

ESTA.BUSHED 1199
INCOIPOtAT£0 1927
211 FIFTH A.V[NUf SOUTH

Pasteurized Products
601 EIGHTH AVE. NO.
ST. CLOUD, MINN. 56301

1/1.C'/o~

0/de~t 7'otrl 'Oe«lfl'l61rip

251-0321

NATIONAL BUSHING

~

&

PARTS CO.

AUTOMOTIVE - AGRICULTURAL
• INDUSTRIAL -

PARJS , EQUIPMENT AND &Ul'PLIES
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP SERVICE

(6 12) 251-3221
311D WEST DIVISION ST.

II

PHONE: 252-1200

THEALLNIEW

Ivo\\'tSIDE

SUPPER

Ct.11,

121 • 29th Avenue Sou 1h
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

Krueger Novelty Co.
ESTABLISHED 1927

PINBALL· PHONOGRAPHS
"Q1olce of

Five Clnnrs"

. CANDY- CIGARETTES
CONTACT LYLE OR JERRY

This

goad for $1.00
cl9CIU1t against guNt c:heck
CXJUpOl1

Umltonepa-pa'81111

ror..-vations-253-5630

PM-612-251 -6871 ,

2205 DIVISION ST.
ST CLOUD, MINN

O'MAlLEY AMC-BUICK
6°12-251-5464

2820 1st St. South
Rt. #2 Rice, Mm.
6 miles N. of Sa1ell
St. Cloud, MN 56301
on West River RolKI
'II ~,'i:i:;',';.';i,7s'.';97s __________ _.___________________
_ ,.________.

,.
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like new . Call 253-8366 alter 7
p .m .
USE D TENTS for u le ! Atwood
Center .
1969 Mustang M.eh I 351 Auto
P.S., P.B. must sell 251--0690.

Housing
MALE STUDENT hou1lng
openings for summer and 76-77
school year . Shared faclll!l es.
Close to campus . lnQulre 626 6th
Ave. So. 252-9226 .
VACANCIES FOR glrl1 to ahare
for summer and
fall.
Air
conditioning . 927 5th Ave . So .
252-4944 ,
YOUNG ADULT Apartment
Community. 5 blks . to campus . 2
& 3 BR apts., 3 & 4
BA
townhouses . Apts . available now .
Oak Leaf Apts. Call 253-4422.
GIRLS TO
share
furnl1hed
apartments summer and la11
vacancies, close to campus . T .V.
Laundry . 253-4681 .
GIRLS TO share and one mature
male. 319 4th Ave. So . 253-6606 .
A I R CONDITIONED furnl1hed
summer housing for women to
share, $65 per session, $120.00
lor both, utilities paid . 252-7718
lor Information or see Linda at
,, 912 5th Ave. So .
AIR CONDITIONED , laundry,
parking, furnished housing women to share summer and 76-77 .
Close In. Call 251-3994 alter 5:15
p.m .
FOR SUMMER ,and fall luxury
new 2 bdr. apts . carpeted, ale,
dishwasher, neKt to campus.
251-3287 or 251-5009.
FOR SUMMER and lall 2 and 3
bdr. furnished apts. for girls •
next to campus. 251-3287 or
252-8401.
SUMMER ROOMS for rent In •
cent ral air conditioned house one
block from campus. Stop In at 727
5th Ave. So. or call 252-7498 or
743-2112 and ask lor details.
LARGE FURNISHED houH cloH
to campus. Vacancy for 1 male to
share May , 1. Also taking
reservations for summer . 253-

4839.
LIKE THE people your llvlng w ith
but tir ed of dorm We? Live with
your fr iends off campus In an
approved house for women . 727
5th Ave. So . Is now taking
appll~tlons for next la11, winter
and spring quarters! Stop In Ir
call 252-7498 or 743-211 2 and ask
for detalls .
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY .
Single room for male. $60 per
month . Utllitles paid. Call Joh n,
253-5340.
OPENINGS FOR main to share
for summer. $55 per month . 'h
block from campus. Cal l John
253-5340.
SUMMER VACANCIES tor gl rl1
to share. $60 per session, $110 for
both. See Laurie at 815 51h Ave.
So. 2524«4 or 252-5480.
GUYS AND glrl1 turnl1hed
apartment .- Slngle and double
occu pancy. Close campus, laundry, parking . Atter 4 p.m .
253-5306.
VACANCIES tor famaln to share
summer and next year. 828 5th
Ave. So. 251-680().

Wanted
WANTED FOR tall 1 tamale
roommate to live with handicapped person. Free room and board .
Call 252-4432 .
Wanted: Some man who wlll be
llvlng In St. Cloud this summer
to play organized sottball call Ted
251-7694.
.
VOTE FOR a student voic. on tt,e
St. Cloud City Councll. John
Massmann • Monday, Aprll 19.
Political advertising paid , Massmann Vol. Com Jim Pehler

R►

~ ~ A iLABL
main.
qulrements : Can alk , crawl , and
still breifhln
(slightly even) .
Call Cookie ' oman and Campus
C.Oed.

Attention
BEFORE YOU HY, "11'1 Iott, ,.

check at the Atwood main desk
for any lost articles .
STUDENT SAVINGS on lhealra
tlckeU to the Ha ys and
Paramount
Theatres at
the
Atwood main desk ticket booth .
Sold from 10 a.m . to 11 p.m . for
$1.75 .
JOHN MASSMANN • faculty
member• Councll . Monday , April
19 • Massmann . Political
advertising paid, Massmann Vol.
Com . Jim Peh ler Co-Chrpsn .
BUY AND UH for up to 6 month,.
Discount tickets tor the Hays and
Paramount Theatres available at
Atwood main desk ticket booth .
WILL DO lyplno of term papers.
Call 251-0116 after 5 p.m .
BEFORE YOU r ide the Grey•
hound , check Into the Commuter
Bus Service at the Alwood main
desk ticket booth . 10 a.m . -4 p.m .
STOP AT Atwood main dHk and
check out wide assortment ol
magazines .
" PLANTS NEED homes too."
Buy some at Atwood main desk .
Various kinds available Including
hanging pots.
LOST MEN'S wedding band .
Reward . Call 845-2145, call
COiiect .

Personals
HOW HORNY ere you Roger.
J .C.A .•
MONDAY VOTE tor a Councilman who cares about you . Johon
Massmann • Monday, April 19.
Political advertising paid , Massmann Vol. Com. Jim Pehler
Co-Chrpsn.
TEACHING GRADUATES enroll
now, 100's openings on file, no
fee or obllgatlon unless placed .
Send: Neme , address, major
field . Teacher's Service Bureau
(Established 1929), 227 Thayer
Ave., Mankato, MN 56001.
FRIENDSHIP BIBLE study every
Tueaday morning 9:30 a.m . • 11
a.m . All faiths welcome. For more
In formation call 251-563-4 or
251-6928.
INTERESTED IN no-frlll1 low
coat Jet travel to Europe, Africa,
the Middle East , the Far East,
South America? Educational
flights has been helping people
travel on a budget with maximum
fleKlblllty and minimum hassle
for six years. For more Info. call
toll free 800-223-5569 .
LAURIE BULLOCK • 1003
Rhapsody I "You 've got the cutest
llttle Brady Face!" Tee hee
smooch?
ATTN. WOMEN! looking for
good times? _!;ilp young man
offers count i, llvlng · tn six
bedroom home near Lake
Bronson , Minn . Permanent or
temporary. Call (218)-754-3187.
Big city Maurice alias small town
Tony.
MAYONAISE HOPE you
haven 't fallen off your ledge •
take good care of your keeper •
Jiffy .

~~e

~=

:~~E~T~:~o~r~m
Carpet, March 29, please return
It. No questions asked. Brad
255-3482 .
LOST MEN ' S wedding band.
Reward . Call 845-21 45, call
COUecl .
MIGUEL, WELCOME to St.
Cloud. Blondle.
ACACIA WH0'1 Jack Danlel1?
Ph l-eps.
Phi ES)lllon Alpha NYI hello.

Employment
OVERSEAS JOBS . Alla , Au1tra•
Ila, Africa, Europe , South
America. All occupations. $800$2,500. Invaluable experiences.
Oetalls 25 centa. lnternatlonal
Employment Resea6'h , Box
3893M2. Seattle, WA 98124 .
WILL DO typing. 252-8318.

Transportation
OPEL KA DETT , 19H
2-door
sedan , dark green , manual shift.
Body still OK . Gets~ miles per
gal. $-475. Call 253-1536 or
363-2218. Ask for Dr. Sorem .
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model Human Rights Ordin~nce .
There was no student class, sexual
preference or old age class included.
At. that time, no indication for
inclusion was made. We adopted it
with a lot of opposition, especially
from landlords regarding housing. We
wanted a local ordinance to have local
policing of the issue .
In 1973, the commission became
concerned with the student issues .
There was great question as to what a
student was. The commission was
asked to go back and get some
examples. Therefore, I would be
basically concerned with what the
students feel they are being
dispiminated against.
L I think the SCS student has come
a long way in the past few years.
We're working on parting, housing
and mass transit for the students.

Continued from page 10
anyone else.
2. I'm convinced a two-lane bridge is
the only way· we can go. We should
attempt to keep the residential aspects
of that neighborhood and a two-lane
bridge is certainly the most desirable
way to do that. Bicycle and pedestrian
pathways are also a necessity ihere but
the state legisla't ure hasn't helped us
much with financing so we also have
that as a problem.
3. I'm really kind of in the dark on
this issue, but I would have to say that
I have an open mind on the issue and
would be more than· willing to listen to
all aspects of it. I'm not personally
aware of the problem but I can see that it would exist.
4. 1 guess I would like to see more of
the expansion moving across the river.
We've pushed inlo so much residential
area there but I'm not sure much can 1
be done about it. However, I do fee l ·
that it is a problem that should be look
at.
George Reubeck
1. We have recently received a study
on parking ramps in the state
university area. The study indicates
that the local fee would be in the
neighborhood of 75 cents-St per hour
in parking fees to finatJ.ce the ramp.
That doesn't include a profit. That
merely puts the attendant in and pays
the interest on the bonds over a period
of 30 years. The state 1egislature has
been asked twice to fund a ramp such
as. those found at the U but they have
refused as th~y don't feel the students
would want to pay that much money.
We have also tried to run a major
improvement in mass tran5it and
we're pretty proud of the carousel
service which we will begin May 1.
Hopefully, we can get as many
students as possible to use this device.
Regarding 10-hour parking, we had
it once and the long-term dorm
students and the downtown workers·
parked there and day students still
COuldn't fin~ parking places. Alice

1 wm Not ,...,.;...,,...
Be Re1poulble

If you fall to bring a friend to

enjoy the Tacorltic Taco Burger at

Taco John's ... 30 Nonh 10th Ave.
Just behind the Germatn Hotel.

po . It

today!

0-rel Weber.

Photo by Darlene Bleu

George RNtbeck

Ford's proposal simply isn't realistic.
Regarding the fine discrepancy of 51
downtown and S5 on campus; it is a
mistake. We ought to go to the
leg!slature and petition to lower the S5
fine. h's simply too high.
2. The only sollition for th_e_ whole
neighborhood and campus area is the
two-lane bridge with marked bicycle
paths. It would be nice to have a
two-deck bridge but I don't see that we
have that much money to invest in it.
We've gOtto worry mainly about the
college. It is our biggest business and
we have to get trucks and cars in and
out of that college area each day.
Because the traffic in St. Cloud has
increased and is still increasing so
tremendously, unless the students and
faculty are willing to use car pools
mpre, there's no hope .
3. In 1970, St. Cloud adopted a

Jerry Weyrens

t. I'm very familiar with the parking
problem because I'm a neighbor of
SCS and I've gotten tickets for parking
in front of my own house. First of all,
the parking problem is not strictly a
city issue or a university issue. It has
to be a joint effort between the two to
solve the oroblem.
I'd like to see the city and
administration decide where a ramp
could be located. They should then
devise some method to finance the
ramp. It would then be a matter of
getting our are legislators here to
inform them of our problem and
solution and then get the people
working together at the next session of
the legislature to work on funding.
2. The issue has been investigated•
quite heavily. My interest goes a little
deeper since I'm one of the state
directors of the Minnesota Good Roads
Association and we've pushed in the
legislature action that would allow us
· to work on some of the bad bridges in
Minnesota.
We have reached the point where,
we can no long sit back and wait.
We're going to have to take bonding
action and we've put it off too Jong
already.
3. The council hasn't received any
information back from the commission
which is suppose to ?eport back to the
council. I've heard discussion and
rumors that something is .being
considered, but we've not yet received
any direct communication as to
whether or not the students should be
included.
4. There's a lot of discussion about
the parking tickets . The basic idea of
the S5 on campus fine was to cover the
cost of policing in the campus area and
to move the traffic.
We have to take at loot at it. The
entire amount of money from the fmes
goes to the city and it rally should go
into a fund that could then be used for
the financing of a ramp or to the
improvement of lots to relieve the
• parting situation.

F'tloto byJacltltllorenU

Jerry Weyr.n,

ISN'T IT TIME YOU HAD A VOICE
IN CITYHALL ALICE FORD HAS A
LOUD VOICE. LET HER SPEAK FOR:
- extending parking limits from 4 to 10 hours
- ending discrimination against students by city ordinance
-preventing construction of barriers on division st. ·at 5th
and 7th that would prohibit car and pedestrian crossing
-construction of bike pathways and a 2-lane 10th St. Bridge

THE INCUMBENT HAS IGNORED ·sTUDENT CONCERNS
FOR 6 .YEARS ONLY BECAUSE STUDENTS IGNORE CITY
ELECTIONS REVERSE UilS SENSELFSS PROCFS5 ON
APRIL 19 Even if you are registered in another city you.can register at the
polls on April 19
•ALL DORM STUDENTS
BE l!EGISTERED BY
MIKE II.NYMAN_OF THE
HOUSING omcE IN THE
ED. BLDG. ON ELECl'ION DAY

WILL

kFORD
i

On Th• Mall Downtown

MAYcm
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